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Foreword

When it came time to dissolve its Training Department Library, the R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company decided to donate the books to two libraries, the Newberry Library and the University of Chicago Library, both of which had long-standing interests in the history of printing. It was left to the two institutions to divide the books between them. In deference to the Newberry’s notable emphasis on the subject, epitomized by its John M. Wing Foundation on the History of Printing, it was to have first choice. This would enable it to enhance an already highly select concentration of books. In taking second choice, the University Library expected to add books which would support its own wide-ranging interests in printing and the craft’s pervasive influence. Unwanted duplication was to be sold, with the income being equally divided between the two libraries for the purpose of supporting future acquisitions. The duplication was sold at auction in 1980 at the Hanzel Galleries of Chicago. The result has been that the University Library was enriched by some 1,200 volumes, a selection of which now make up this exhibition.

The Training Department Library from which these books came was intimately linked to the Donnelley Company’s pioneering commitment to apprentice training and a desire to maintain a tradition of quality as well as the efficient practice of the craft. With a stress on classroom instruction, closely supervised on-the-job training, and access to a well-stocked library, the Donnelley program represented a high point in industrial training in the United States. From 1908, when the apprentice training program was inaugurated, books were acquired to enlarge upon the
practical work within the plant as well as illustrate its historical-aesthetic background. Thus there were manuals, textbooks, specimen books, treatises, journals, and other similar works on such fundamental elements of printing as typesetting, composition, presswork, engraving, photography, binding, and design. To enliven the perspective of these day-to-day skills, historical examples of printing craftsmanship were also selectively acquired. These examples included the work of master printers and designers, past and present, plus unusual works which depict innovative applications of the various graphic processes. To these were added various types of printed ephemera illustrating solutions to particular contemporary printing and design problems.

The rapid, almost unbelievable, technological changes in the creation and transmission of print have removed the Donnelley books from any current practical application. The books, however, remain as important historical sources and as artifacts of enduring aesthetic value. They not only embody the past technical side of a craft and an industry but also social, economic, and aesthetic issues which give printing history its special character.

It is the purpose of this exhibition and catalogue to present an overview of the Donnelley Collection. Mr. Jeffrey Abt, Exhibitions Coordinator for the University Library, has been responsible for developing this view by writing the catalogue, supervising its design, and creating the exhibition. Through his efforts it is hoped that our viewers and readers will gain an appreciation of the books and their position in a complex and colorful history.

The exhibition and this catalogue also give the University of Chicago an opportunity to express to the R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company its gratitude for this important addition to its scholarly resources.

Robert Rosenthal
Curator of Special Collections
Some Finely Printed Books
The R. R. Donnelley & Sons Collection is made up of two parts, one consisting of finely printed books, the other, of books on printing and design. Included in the first section are a small number of books issued by leading printers and type designers dating from the early sixteenth to the mid-nineteenth centuries. This section also includes a much larger number of books printed from the late nineteenth century to the present with emphasis on the modern fine printing movement around the turn of the century in England, America, and Germany. The materials in the second part of the collection, ranging from technical manuals and trade periodicals to printed ephemera, illustrate changing technologies and styles in commercial printing from the early nineteenth century until now. The Printer’s Craft follows this organization, placing books chosen for their fine printing in the first half of the exhibition, and materials on printing and design in the second half.

There are three steps in the printing of a book. First is the design and then the placement, or setting of the type; second, the arrangement of titles, illustrations, and columns of text on the page, called layout or format; and last, the presswork, the actual printing of the book. A finely printed book is one in which the elements of its design—type, illustration, ornament, and layout—are combined in stylistic harmony and printed flawlessly.

The selections of fine printing which follow are arranged chronologically without attempting to present a history of the craft. Instead, they have been chosen to illustrate the aesthetic and technical problems of
printing as dealt with by prominent printers and designers from the early sixteenth to the twentieth centuries. Several works, such as John Baskerville’s monumental *Holy Bible* or Charles St. John Hornby’s *Tutte le opere di Dante*, are landmarks of fine printing. Others, including John Pine’s unusual engraved text or Lucien Pissarro’s colorful recreation of sixteenth-century musical notation, are selected to throw light on some less familiar aspects of the craft.

Printing began as both an art and a child of the marketplace. From the outset, most printers were required to sacrifice quality to meet economic demands. Printing as an art was cultivated by a small number of printers whose survival was not dependent on profit. These printers, whether with royal patronage or private means, could linger over questions of style and afford to discard a defectively printed sheet. Many of the following books were created under these ideal circumstances and have become, for commercial as well as private printers today, standards of fine printing.
This drawing, illustrating the structure of roman letter design, is enlarged from William A. Dwiggins’s *Mss. by WAD*, published by The Typophiles in 1947. It is intended to acquaint the reader with descriptive terminology used in the exhibition text.

The bracketed numbers within the text refer to the bibliographic descriptions and plates illustrating materials shown in the exhibition.
The invention of movable type in the mid-fifteenth century took place within a vital scribal tradition. Thus, the success of the nascent craft of printing depended not only on the developing economy of the printed book, but also on the ability of the earliest printers to sustain the familiar appearance of handwritten manuscripts. A major contribution to this effort was the innovation by Aldus Manutius, a Venetian, of the sloping typeface now called italic.

Aldus (1450–1515) combined the erudition of a scholar, the enterprise of a businessman, and the keen eye of a craftsman. His italic, shown here in a 1502 edition of works by the Roman poet Statius, was based on a hand used in the papal chancery for official documents. In addition to its popularity as an accurate imitation of chancery script, italic was also useful to Aldus because it compressed easily into another of his creations, the low-cost, small-format book. These books, when printed with italic type, could carry as much text as larger books set in roman type. This was possible because the italic adopted from its model over sixty pairs of "tied" or connected letters called ligatures. One example is Et, condensed into the symbol & which is commonly used today as an ampersand. Aldus, following chancery manuscript form, capitalized his italic with roman letters. Italic capitals would not be designed until some fifty years after his death. [1] This edition also includes an orthography of proper names rendered in Greek by one of Aldus's editors. The fine but irregular Greek type used to print the list was modeled after the editor's hand. [2]
By the early sixteenth century the rapid diffusion of printing throughout Europe led to a demand for specialized supporting craftsmen. One of the first groups of specialists to appear was the typefounders, who included among their small number the Frenchman Claude Garamond.

His Majesty Francis I noted the skill of Garamond (ca. 1500–1561) when, in 1540, he sold several fonts of type to Robert Estienne, the Royal Printer. The following year Garamond was asked by the monarch to design and cut a Greek type for the exclusive use of the Royal Printer. The type, designed after the handwriting of Francis I’s Greek scribe, was used by Estienne’s son Henri in the latter’s Poëtæ Graeci principes, printed in 1566 and opened here to Homer’s Iliad. Garamond’s meticulous renderings skillfully capture the fluid, loping character of the original handwriting heightened with swelling, calligraphic lines. The cursive style of the type is in sharp contrast to Aldus’s Greek font but is very close in conception to the latter’s italic, particularly in Garamond’s use of numerous two- and three-letter ligatures. [3]

With only the rarest of exceptions, texts were printed with movable type from the late fifteenth to the beginning of the nineteenth centuries. John Pine deviated from the norm when he hand engraved the entire text of his illustrated edition of Horace’s Opera.

Pine (1690–1756), an English artist and engraver, issued the first of two volumes of Horace’s poems in 1733, engraved letter by letter on copper plates, a separate plate for each of the over five hundred pages of the

1, 2. Publius Papinius Statius. Statii sylvarum libri quinque Thebaidos libri duodecim Achilleidos duo. Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1502. Type designed and cut by Francesco Griffo; book design by Aldus Manutius. 16 × 10 cm.
V iderat Thesia quárum glomerare absenter
ac chiusa, fero gemmum tyriam acuerisse ad urbem.
A livemäng domum et patriis reminiscitur ignes.
P nequecum tristi urbem pellebimus.
N on crines non ferae dextremlius, reliquit
T hysfus et immobile cederunt cornibus uxor.
E regis erat lacrymis, lapidum insumptus amich.
A ne loquere tunc fore poluin sevem habebat.
C onfutur munda fide amicis uxor.
Nec causa lauterum paruus, superquet, profiner.
E seditur ne maeulum fener opus Thesae.
S et adre amici incet et tertii amare.

Deep/qus labet misericordiam, namque
E sit olim insulam iraculorum nubibus ignem
C redimus cinctum taurum aeterna antiqua terris.
N et phyges, ura, nec pellicus arte rogatus.
Quo modam nubes pater transit quem bonhis,
E nimen habebit non danacia limita suis.
E arvhusium nemus, ledes sedibus Amymas.
S silentia e caelis ego neglectissima natas.
E rogata ego mempre amen qui ducer fereni.
E ostias eram qui tu dignis limina uxor.
E varenumq; iter et materem redde menfer.
A deq imbella, raris exerente ortus.
T urbem max. acte, ne tuam praemia servare.
N et fine frons eam, & ad infirum voce.
Buxatrum hysfus ni puerum et praemia matris.
Vnde naues, martemq; partique frondis uxor.
Quanta paratique si ille nos Curtis in arm.
D multi & innocubiate decernere pelias.
completed work. The lettering was probably modeled after a contemporary French typeface, particularly the vertical stresses on lowercase a’s, r’s, s’s, and the lofty dots over the i’s. But Pine, following his instincts as an engraver, incised the serifs and hairlines (on uppercase N’s, for instance) with extremely fine lines. The result is a striking contrast between the thin hairlines and long and equally thin serifs on the one hand, and the heavy stems on the other. This epigraphic look, recalling the style of Roman inscriptions, suits the illustrations and may have influenced type designers later in the eighteenth century. [4, 5 left] Pine’s tech-

3. Poëtae Graeci principes heroici carminis, & alii nonnulli. [Geneva:] Henry Estienne II, 1566. Type designed and cut by Claude Garamond. 35.8 × 22.3 cm.

Q. Horatii Flacci

ODE X.
Hymnis in Mercurium.

Mercurii facunde, nepos Atalantis,
Qui feros cultus hominum recentum
Voces formati catus, et decorae
More palatiae:

Te carum, magni Iovis et Deorum
Nuncius, curvaeque tyrrae parentem;
Callidum, quidquid placuit, jocofo
Consulre fieri:

Te, boreas sitem nisi reuididies
Per duos amatas, parum numaci
Voxe dam terret, vacua planeta
Ritit Apollo.

Quin et Atreidas, ducis te, superbos,
Bio dives Priamis redicto,
Theophilique ignes, et inapsa Troiae
Culta stellae.

Carminum Liber I.

Tu pias laetas animas reponis
Sebibus; virgaque levem coeores
Aurea turbam, superis Deorum
Gratus, et imis.
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PLATE 4
manae imago, tanquam in speculo exhibetur, quam tibi inuenite actate tua convenire potest? Nam hinc diversos hominum mores, nec minus diversos exitus, quo virtus, quo vitium ferat, pariter edifcet: pulchraque illa instituta, quibus viri illustrissimi Stephani Poyntz ductu et confiliis ad veram gloriam dudum instructus es, facile negotio in mentem revocabis. Ut in dies autem omni laude tantiprincipis fætigio digna magis cumulatus adoleficas, et spes optimas, quas pridem de te gens Britannica concepit, non aequos modo, sed etiam superes, cum omnibus bonis enixe orat precaturque

Johannes Pinc.
nique also enabled him to copy cursive handwriting by connecting all the letters of a word, and with a convincing flair impossible with movable type. [5 right]

This method also facilitated Pine’s integration of text and illustration on the same page. For the conclusion of “Hymnus in Mercurium,” Pine arranged his lettering around the image toward the head of the page, bracketing the whole with the running title at the top and the cut-away base of the sculpture on the bottom. A smokey residue of ink has been left on the upper half of the plate which, along with Pine’s delicately suggested clouds, merges the two disparate elements of letter forms and illustration into a unified image. [4 right]
By the middle of the eighteenth century the manuscript tradition, which once inspired earlier generations of type and book designers, had virtually disappeared. In its place a number of printers began to design new typefaces which reflected a taste for the lighter, erect forms of Roman epigraphy. Two printers who led the movement away from manuscript letter forms to a more inscriptionsal style were John Baskerville and Giambattista Bodoni.

John Baskerville (1706–1775) first worked as a writing master in Birmingham before gaining financial success manufacturing lacquerware. However it was not until 1751 that Baskerville, dismayed by the low standards of English typography and printing, and fulfilling an interest held since his youth, started to design type. His press became celebrated for its distinctive type as well as the finish of its spare, unadorned books.

Baskerville’s most ambitious undertaking, a folio Bible, was announced in 1757, though not completed until 1763. The sizable format of the volume enabled Baskerville to use a large-scale version of his type which shows more clearly how he crystallized the bold contrast of thin hairlines and heavy stems found in Pine’s Horace, with which Baskerville was well acquainted. In addition, Baskerville has set the type with wide spacing, or “leading,” between the lines to lighten the appearance, creating an open and delicate lace-work effect. The luster of the pages was achieved by literally ironing the printed sheets with heated metal plates to eradicate the subtle relief which results from printing with movable type. This preference for polished surfaces is probably carried over from Baskerville’s ja-
panning business in which the final rubbing of the lacquered surface is so important in eliminating blemishes and deepening the finish. [6]

Having apprenticed with his father, Giambattista Bodoni (1740–1813) subsequently traveled to Rome where he refined his skills as a typographer in a papal printing office. In 1768, Bodoni was invited to manage the Duke of Parma’s press where he was given a free hand to pursue his fastidious typography and presswork. Bodoni succeeded in setting a high standard for his contemporaries as well as attracting to the ducal palace the kind of prestige brought to the court of Versailles by its Imprimerie Royale.

This edition of poetry by the fifteenth-century Italian poet and scholar Angelo

Poliziano is set in “Testo Acqui.” It is one of several of Bodoni’s almost imperceptible variations on his basic roman typeface in which he exaggerated the contrast between his razor-thin serifs and weighty stems. Further, the inner surfaces of the stems of lowercase o’s, f’s, c’s, and n’s, which in earlier typefaces were allowed to swell and taper calligraphically, are squared by Bodoni. This amounts to a denial of the manuscript origins of the roman letter form and results in a very regular, virtually mechanical appearance. While Bodoni’s letter spacing suggests that of Baskerville, Bodoni widens the spaces between letters to the point that words nearly break down into individual letters, particularly words set entirely in uppercase. Bodoni achieved the

typographic purity he sought, but not without creating a machined typography and sanitized presswork that can often appear icy and uninviting. [7]

Among the major technological advances of the nineteenth century was the replacement of hand presses with steam-powered equipment. For some printers, this transition to mechanized processes meant a temporary decline in workmanship and made the aesthetics of type and book design minor issues. For others, including the two Englishmen Charles Whittingham II and William Pickering, this became a time for reassessing and improving the appearance of books based on the study of earlier book designs and typefaces.

Whittingham (1795–1876) apprenticed in printing with his uncle Charles Whittingham I and eventually took over the latter’s prestigious Chiswick Press. The younger Whittingham, respected for his innovative book designs and impeccable craftsmanship, moved to London in 1828 where he met Pickering (1796–1854), an enterprising and imaginative bookseller who occasionally published fine editions. Specializing in the antiquarian book trade, Pickering brought ideas for the design of their joint ventures derived from his stock of early printed books. Their common admiration of the work of earlier printers led directly to the recovery and recasting of several typefaces first cut nearly one hundred years earlier by the English typefounder William Caslon. One, an English black letter, is shown here in an 1844 edition of the Book of Common Prayer. The angular, essentially Gothic style of the type does not quite fit the Victorian delicacy of the initials and ornaments, themselves based on early sources. But the type, crisply set in regular lines and precisely justified columns, blends into plaited tapestries that have their own ornamental effect. The use of red titles or
rubrications is drawn from a tradition which began in the fifteenth century and became most common in seventeenth-century printing on the Continent. [8]

William Morris, believing that "a work of utility might also be a work of art," attempted to restore to the design and printing of books a material integrity and stylistic unity which he felt had been gradually slipping away since the fifteenth century.

While studying for the ministry at Oxford, Morris (1834–1896) embraced a romantic theory which attributed the splendor of Gothic art and architecture to the skill and devotion of the medieval guildsman. Morris believed that the uplifting nature of the guildsman’s work as a craftsman imbibed the products of his hands with a spirited design and high quality lacking in the mechanically produced goods of Morris’s time. Further, he believed that if the handicrafts could be revived on a society-wide scale they would lead both to better design and craft in the applied arts, and to economic independence for the exploited laborers of industrialized England. Determined to realize this ideal, Morris forsook his religious vocation in order to combine the life of a consummate decorator-craftsman with work as a socialist organizer.

A prolific author, Morris is supposed to have said as he leafed through a volume printed by Aldus Manutius, that he wished he could have his writings "done so beautifully." But it did not occur to him to design and print his own books until he chanced to help his friend Emery Walker (1851–1933), a typographer, prepare an illustrated lecture on printing. Probing deeper than Pickering and Whittingham, he went back to the fifteenth century to scrutinize the materials, techniques, and designs of incunables and their medieval models. Morris discovered three principles from these investigations which governed his work as a printer: first,
the ratio of black to white within and among typographic elements should be balanced, blending into optically uniform patterns; second, facing pages of an open book should be arranged so that they become a single compositional unit; and third, all the components of a book, namely type, initials, ornaments, illustrations, and binding, should be stylistically consistent, and to Morris’s taste, Gothic.

The Kelmscott Press, which Morris assembled adjacent to his home, began printing in 1891. Among its earliest issues is A Dream of John Ball, printed in 1892, a visual summary of Morris’s initial technical and stylistic experiments. The design of his Golden type is based on that of the fifteenth-century Venetian printer Nicolas Jenson, selected for what was, and still is, widely considered one of the most perfectly proportioned letter designs since the invention of movable type. [9] Morris’s adaptation nearly erases the usual eighteenth- and nineteenth-century contrast between stems and hairlines. The square shape of the letter, exaggerated by Morris, eliminates the leading required by the attenuated types of Baskerville and Bodoni. Morris could thereby compress the setting of his type both horizontally and vertically, weaving the heavy blacks of the letters and the white background into an integrated, shimmering pattern. Morris rearranged the opening by dropping the running titles to opposite shoulders of the text and by moving the squares of text up and toward the center of the opened book. Each side with its wide left-hand, right-hand, and bottom margins no longer functions as an independent symmetrical unit, but as one half of a balanced whole. The overall stylistic unity of the book is enhanced by the soft vellum binding with silk ties and untrimmed pages which, though unhandy, tend to authenticate this imitation of the fifteenth-century book. [10]

Morris was a supreme designer of ornament, and nowhere is his inventive genius more abundantly evident than in the daz-


The Voice of John Ball

His last word let loose the shout that had been long on all men's lips, and great and fierce it was as it rang shattering through the quiet upland village. But John Ball held up his hand, and the shout was one and no more. Then he spoke again:

EN of Kent, I wot well that ye are not so hard bested as those of other shires, by the token of the day when behind the screen of leafy boughs ye met Duke William with bill & bow as he wended Londonward from that woeful field of Senlac; but I have told of fellowship, and ye have hearkened and understood what the Holy Church is, whereby ye know that ye are fellows of the saints in heaven and the poor men of Essex; and as one day the saints shall call you to the heavenly feast, so now do the poor men call you to the battle. Men of Kent, ye dwell fairly here, and your houses are framed of stout oak beams, and your own lands ye till; unless some accursed lawyer with his false lying sheep-skin and forged custom of the Devil's Manor hath stolen it from you; but in Essex slaves they be and villeins, and worse they shall be, and the lords swear that a yeare be over ox and horse shall go free in Essex, and man and woman shall draw the team and the plough; and north away in the east countries dwell men in poor holls of wattled reeds and mud, and

the north-east wind from off the fen whistles through them; and poor they be to the letter; and there him whom the lord spareth, the bailiff squeezeth, and him whom the bailiff forgetteth, the Easterling Chapman sheareth; yet be these stout men and valiant and your very brethren.

And yet if there be any man here so base as to think that a small matter, let him look to it that if these necks abide under the yoke, Kent shall sweat for it ere it be long; and ye shall lose acre and close and woodland, and be servants in your own houses, and your sons shall be the lords' lads, and your daughters their lemans, and ye shall buy a bold word with many stripes, & an honest deed with a leap from the gallows-tree. Bethink ye, too, that ye have no longer to deal with Duke William, who, if he were a thief and a cruel lord, was yet a prudent man and a wise warrior; but cruel are these, and headstrong, yea, thieves and fools in one: and ye shall lay their heads in the dust.

A shout would have arisen again, but his eager voice rising higher yet, restrained it, as he said:

ND how shall it be then when these are gone? What else shall ye lack when ye lack masters? Ye shall not lack for the fields ye have tilled, nor the houses ye have built, nor the cloth ye have woven; all these shall be yours, & whatsoever ye will of all that
In thys histoyre ben wrecen the parables, gode leynage, and dymure seyntes to be merkyn. By whiche seyntes men may lerne to come to the subtile knouerthe of suche thynges as dasly ben wroc and had in the counseilyn of lordes and plufen, goestly and worldly, and also amonge marchants & other comynge people. And this book is maad for not and prouyffye of alle folke folke, as feer as thy in redyng of heuyryng of it shal more understand and fede the foresaid subtil descyntes that dasly ben wroc in the worlde, not to thenystent that men shold use them, but that every man sholde escheve and kepe hym from the subtil false shrewe, that they be not deccypt. Themw who that will have the very understandynge of thys matery, he myste ofte and manyc tymen rede in thys booke, and emonstly and dilygently makynge well that he redeth. For it is acte subbyly, lyke as ye shal see in redyng of it; and not oncs to rede it; for a man shall not wyth oncs oure redyng fyndythe the right understandynge, ne compris it wel, but of tymene to rede yt shal causit yt wel to be understand: and for thame that understandeth it, it shal be rychyt joyoun, playant, and prouffyte.
pling carpet-page openings of his books. In *The History of Reynard the Foxe*, printed in 1892, the two outside white-over-black borders and the initial, though made up of different patterns, balance perfectly in value. And the opening on the right, containing the opening lines of the text set in Morris’s Troy type, is matched by the black-over-white filigree background of the title block. The Troy type, which recalls several different fifteenth-century faces, was designed by Morris without reference to a particular model. The undisciplined angularity of the type resists compression, particularly the lopsided lowercase o. The result is a jerky setting in which word and sentence divisions are difficult to discern and the eye is distracted by the irregular shapes of type and punctuation. The pages of this and all subsequent Kelmscott books are trimmed slightly, preserving traces of the deckle edges to capture a hint of the antique without hindering the utility of the book. [11]

Morris's criteria of stylistic and tonal harmony included the use of illustration. One, shown here in *The Story of the Glittering Plain*, completed in 1894, is by Walter Crane (1845–1915), an English illustrator and friend of Morris. The woodcut is tied to the typography through the light areas of hatching picked up by the border ornaments and carried into the fields of type, and through the dark passage of the forest repeated in the large initial below. [12]

All of the Kelmscott titles were printed in small editions which generally included a handful of copies printed on vellum, following the practice of some fifteenth-century printers. The skin provides a smooth, receptive surface for the ink, resulting in

people; and he said to himself: "I will speak yet again to this man, if indeed he be a man; yea, though he turn me into stone" & he went up toward the pavilion; and on the way it came into his mind what the men of the kindred were doing that morning; & he had a vision of them as it were; and saw them yoking the oxen to the plough, and slowly going down the acre, as the shining iron drew the long furrow down the stubble-land, and the light haze hung about the elm-trees in the calm morning, & the smoke rose straight into the air from the roof of the kindred. And he said: "What is this? am I death-deemed this morning that this sight comes so clearly upon me amidst the falseness of this unchanging land?"

When he came to the pavilion, and folk fell back before him to the right and the left, and he stood before the King, and said to him: "I cannot find her; she is not in thy land" & then spake the King, smiling upon him, as erst: "What wilt thou there? Is it not time to rest?" He said: "Yea, O King; but not in this land." Said the King: "Where else than in this land wilt thou find rest? Without us battle and famine, longing unsatisfied, and heart-burning and fear: within it in plenty and peace and good will and pieties without cease. Chy word hath no meaning to me." Said Palibithe: "Give me leave to depart, & I will bless thee." In there nought else to do," said the King. "Nought do," said Palibithe. "Therewith he felt that the King's face changed though he still smiled on him, and again he felt his heart grow cold before the King. But the King spake and said: "I hinder not thy
ORDER GODE IN
Crynite.
Tell home cheene
to se.
Chat love the ga-
mene and gle.
And getsy to
Fedde.
Cer felic sittis
in ferre.
Shulde mene berhene and here
Off gode that brefore him were,
Chat levede on arthedde;
And y schalle harppe off a knyght.
Chat was both hardy and wyght.
Sir Degresaunt that hend bright.
Chat dowghty was of decde.
Also nevyr knyght that he fond,
In Fraunces in England.
Myght sette a schaft of hys hond
One a styth stede!

TTh living Artor, y wene.
And myth Gwennor the quene.
He was knoun for hene.
sharp, even impressions, as shown in this copy of *Sire Degrevaunt* printed in 1896. There is a magic about vellum books that goes beyond the visual and includes the feel and aroma of the material, an enchantment that lies at the heart of Morris's goal of recreating the early book in its spiritual as well as material entirety. [13]

Charles St. John Hornby translated Morris’s ideas on book design from the latter’s heavy and crowded Gothic style into the spacious, light-filled style of the Renaissance.

A well-educated English businessman, St. John Hornby (1867–1946) began his press as a hobby on the family estate. But a visit by the young, modest novice to the aging but ever-enthusiastic Morris inspired him to raise his sights. Among the first books printed at his Ashendene Press was St. John Hornby’s Ye Minutes, printed in 1896 with a badly worn font of Caslon roman face, purchased second-hand. But St. John Hornby’s quick grasp of the essentials of Morris’s teachings is evident in the placement of the running titles at opposite shoulders of the text and the location of the squares of text toward the upper center of the opening. St. John Hornby justifiably fretted over the faint and uneven presswork, and turned his attention to technique. [14]

The full, two-color inking of St. John Hornby’s Boke off the Revelacion, completed in 1901, reveals a growing mastery of the craft and a taste for the intricate forms of black letter type. An English adaptation of a Dutch face, the type was cut in the seventeenth century for the Printer to the University of Oxford. Lent to St. John Hornby by the University’s press, the type enabled him to edge closer to the look of a fifteenth-century text. The arresting yet, in St. John Hornby’s word, “clumsy” ini-

But this, methought, they needed
None to teach them in my Deye, as
I told my Wife, who did slappe me
with her Fan. Here also a Minister
from the Japanese Islands, some way
beyond China in the Pacific Ocean,
and a very warlike people, they say,
with iron Shippes going without
Sayles, and carrying great Guns, one
Shott whereof would demolish the
Tower of London; to think upon
which do put me in a Sweat for our
Navy. But Captain Wilmont do tell
me we have now (Blessed be God !)
the like ourselves.

Very curious to hear how he would
introduce Mee and my Wife; but,
when called on, he did very strange-
ly deny himself to have any Guests

present. Whereat I a little affronted,
and my wife would leave the Table.
But he excused himself, it not being
the Etiquette for an Odd Volume to
introduce guests from another world;
an odd piece of Oddity, methought.
And indeed he would have it that
such "illustrious Shades," as he was
pleased to call us, did need no intro-
duction, being known to all present
already. This Compliment, with her
own Curiosity, did prevail upon my
Wife to stay, whereof I was glad, for
I never loved to lose my Time and
Pleasure for the Vanity of a Quarrel.

Comes then the Toast of "Our
Guests," proposed and drunk very
handsomely. To this do respond
Miss Laura Smith, a Lady who had
written a Book; the Japanese Min-
And after that I looked, and behold the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony was opened in heaven, and the seven angels came out of the temple, looking like seven sons of men, and holding the seven stars; and another angel came out of the temple, going out like a man. And the seven angels, with whom I saw the seven golden lamps, and the seven golden stars, were there. And one of them came forward, and said to me, "Come, follow me." And I followed him through the streets of the city.

And he said to me, "Write down this vision and this prophecy, and do not hide anything. For the time has come for the nations to celebrate My glory and the glory of My people Israel. And the seven plagues are about to come upon the earth, bringing destruction and justice to the wicked."

And I saw a great white horse, and upon it was a man dressed in white robes, holding a bow and a sword. And he rode the horse in the confidence of His power. And I heard a voice in the heavens, saying, "Blessed are those who help others and follow in the footsteps of the Lord."
tials, were designed by him for this his last edition to be set with either a purchased or borrowed type. [15]

Work on St. John Hornby’s first “house” type, shown here in a copy of the Carmina Sapphica (1903), was begun before the completion of the Boke. The idea of a uniquely Ashendene type was suggested by Sydney Cockerell (1867–1962), once secretary to the Kelmscott Press and at the time partner in a typographic engraving firm with Emery Walker. Designed primarily by Walker, the Subiaco type is a marriage of a Gothic type and a Venetian roman face. The spiky stubble has been rounded off the thick stems of the Gothic, and its lanky angularity softened by the gestural, curvilinear influence of the Venetian form. By printing the Carmina Sapphica on vellum, St. John Hornby, like Morris, was conjuring up the fifteenth-century book. St. John Hornby went one step further, however, by having the initials penned in by Graily Hewitt (1864–1952), an English calligrapher. [16]


Te suis mater mea tunc iuvence,
Te senes parci, misereaque nuper
Virgines nuptae, tua ne retardet
Aura maritos.

RECTIUS vives, Licini, neque altum
Semper urgendo neque, dum procellas
Cautis horrescis, nimium premendo
Litus iniquum.
Auream quisquis mediocrizante
Diligis, nunc caro obsoleci
Sordibus tecum, carere inviunda
Sobrius aula.
Saeptius venis agitatur ingens
Pinus & celsae graviore casu
Decidunt turres ferunex summos
Fulgura monis.
Spemt inrescis, metue secundus
Aleram sortem bene praestaretum

Pectus. informis hiemis reducit
Iuppiere, idem
Summover. non, si male nunc, et olim
Sic erit: quondam ciehans tacenteem
Suscitate Munam neque semper arcum
Tendis Apollo.
Rebus angustis animosus aequae
Fortis appare; sapienter idem
Contraeves veno nimium secundo
Turgida vela.

OTIUM divos rogar in paeemi
Prensus Aegaec, simul aera nubes
Condicio lunam neque certa fulgent
Sidera nautis;
Otium bello furiosa Thrace,
Otium Medi pharetra decori,
Grospe, non geminis neque purpura venale neque auro.
La loro commedia di Dante nella quale tratta delle
forme d'arte et de proemi delle virtù. Cattiva prima detta
premio, l'ultimo primo del quale settimana a TUTTA COCCIA

IL NEVEZIO

DEI CAMINI DI NOSTRA VITA

La canzone per salve amiche, che la danza va un suonatore, è
questo a quel che uno tuo signore.

Giovanni al Signore, se non è la tua chiusa,

Tutto il suon, che non è a modo,

Quello che narra il tuo lungo.

Dalla tua citta a me, la tua vita,

Ferma sul suo suon, mia salute.

Tua mano per nessuno in tuo paese,

Che la sua vita avete abolire.

Per di che a te di più da me el canto,

Che v'ascolte al più in un suonatore.

La loro commedia di Dante nella quale tratta delle
forme d'arte et de proemi delle virtù. Cattiva prima detta
premio, l'ultimo primo del quale settimana a TUTTA COCCIA
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With the majestic *Tutte le opere di Dante*, completed in 1909, St. John Hornby’s independence from Morris was complete. Although faithful to Morris in the overall arrangement of the two-page opening, St. John Hornby differed by abandoning Morris’s balanced black-white typographic ratio for a lighter timbre. St. John Hornby’s thin inking over the finely textured type and illustration narrows the tonal range of the work to a lighter voice as opposed to Morris’s deep, sonorous blacks. The effect of St. John Hornby’s light typography and expansive margins is that of bright external illumination, as though viewed in sunlight. St. John Hornby’s predisposition toward the uses of blank or “negative” space is important in his placement of the large woodcut, calligraphic-style initials designed by Hewitt. Here the uppercase N is placed within an optical frame defined by the lower edge of the illustration and adjacent lines of type. Morris, by contrast, would have filled the space occupied by the initial with writhing flora. Morris’s *horror vacui* has been supplanted by St. John Hornby’s acceptance of “negative” space as a positive compositional device. [17]
Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson and Emery Walker agreed that Morris’s books, though beautiful, were so cluttered with distracting ornaments, and the types so muddled, that they were nearly illegible. Cobden-Sanderson and Walker went on to form a partnership to create books which were not only readable, but designed to be “beautiful by force of the mere typography” alone.

After a conventional English schooling, Cobden-Sanderson (1840–1922) entered Trinity College, Cambridge, expecting to take holy orders, when a nervous breakdown forced him to abandon his plans. Cobden-Sanderson drifted listlessly for several years looking for a profession that would sustain him materially and spiritually. He found his answer in bookbinding and rapidly acquired the skills to become one of the leading design binders of the time. Still restive, Cobden-Sanderson was not satisfied with interpreting books through their covers alone. He formed a partnership with Emery Walker, and together they founded the Doves Press. Walker brought a sound technical expertise and sober pragmatism to the relationship, which guided the Press into an unrelentingly high standard of craft, while Cobden-Sanderson contributed a fervid vision and missionary intensity. The first issue of the Doves Press was born with a technical maturity and stylistic resolution from which the works that followed would neither deviate nor evolve.

One of the earliest and most ambitious Doves efforts is *The English Bible* (1903–1905). It is set in the Doves type, designed under the supervision of Emery Walker after Jenson. Walker’s translation is far more literal than Morris’s, however, restoring the pen-like strokes obscured in
IN THE BEGINNING


And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from the darkness. And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the evening and the morning were the first day.

And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters. And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament. And God saw that it was good. And God called the firmament Heaven. And the evening and the morning were the second day.

And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear: and it was so. And God called the dry land Earth; and the gathering together of the waters he called Sea: and God saw that it was good. And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so. And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed was in itself, after his kind: and God saw that it was good. And the evening and the morning were the third day.

And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years; and let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was so. And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. And God set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth, and to rule over the day and over the night; and to divide the light from the darkness: and God saw that it was good. And the evening and the morning were the fourth day.

And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the sea to divide the sea from the dry land, and let fowls fly above the earth in the firmament of heaven. And God created great whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the waters brought forth abundantly, after their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that it was good. And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the seas in their seasons; and let fowls multiply in the earth. And the evening and the morning were the sixth day.

And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was so. And God made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth upon the

(Verse 1) And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from the darkness. And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the evening and the morning were the first day.  

(Verse 2) And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let dry land appear. And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and it was so. And God called the firmament Heaven. And the evening and the morning were the second day.  

(Verse 3) And God said, Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear: and it was so. And God called the dry land Earth; and the gathering together of the waters called he Seas: and God saw that it was good. And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in it: and it was so. And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed was in it: and it was good. And the evening and the morning were the third day.  

(Verse 4) And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years: and let them be for lights in the firmament of the heavens to give light upon the earth: and it was so. And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. And God set them in the firmament of the heavens to give light upon the earth, and to rule over the day and over the night.  

(Verse 5) And the evening and the morning were the fourth day.  

(Verse 6) And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven. And God created great whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the waters brought forth abundantly after their kind, every winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that it was good. And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth.  

(Verse 7) And the evening and the morning were the fifth day.  

(Verse 8) And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was so. And God made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth upon the earth after his kind: and God saw that it was good. And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth.
Morris’s fattened Golden type design. The calligraphic transitions from stem to hairline are necessary to convey the lilting cadence intrinsic to Jenson, especially in the lowercase e’s, d’s, o’s, and p’s. Walker has even restored the curious archaism of the wandering dot over the i. The format follows Morris closely; and for the use and placement of the calligraphic initials and leading words, Cobden-Sanderson is indebted to St. John Hornby. The compressed setting, bordering on perfection in the distribution of type and spacing of words and lines, yields a lighter typographic pattern that equals the beauty of Morris’s John Ball, but with a much improved legibility. [18]

Originally Cobden-Sanderson and Walker planned to issue their Bible with a first page set only in Doves type, but Cobden-Sanderson felt that the leading words called for a more impressive opening and created the final design concept. The resulting use of the I running the length of the text block and the calligraphic leading words, transforms what would have been a rather dull design for the first page into one of nobility and grandeur. [19]

The Doves Sartor Resartus, finished in 1907, addressed two problems in book design. The first was how to give special emphasis to major book divisions without elaborate ornaments or yawning gaps in the text. Cobden-Sanderson settled on initials placed outside the text. The elegant and monumental initial shown here electrifies the heading without diminishing the epigraphic setting of the opening lines of the text. The second problem recurred fre-

BOOK I. CHAPTER I. PRELIMINARY.

CONSIDERING OUR PRESENT ADVANCED STATE OF CULTURE, AND HOW THE TORCH OF SCIENCE HAS NOW BEEN BRANDISHED & BORNE ABOUT, WITH MORE OR LESS EFFECT, FOR 900 YEARS & upwards; how, in these times especially, not only the Torch still burns, and perhaps more fiercely than ever, but innumerable Rush-lights, and Sulphurnatches, kindled thereat, are also glancing in every direction, so that not the smallest cranny or doghole in Nature or Art can remain unilluminated.—it might strike the reflective mind with some surprise that hitherto little or nothing of a fundamental character, whether in the way of Philosophy or History, has been written on the subject of Clothes. Our Theory of Gravitation is as good as perfect; Lagrange, it is well known, has proved that the Planetary System, on this scheme, will endure forever; Laplace, still more cunningly, even guesses that it could not have been made on any other scheme. Whereby, at least, our nautical Logbooks can be better kept: & water-transport of all kinds has grown more commodious. Of Geography and Geognosy we know enough: what with the labours of our Wrens and Fluttens, what with the ardent genius of their disciples, it has come about that now, to many a Royal Society, the Creation of a World is little more mysterious than the cooking of a dumpling; concerning which last, indeed, there have been minds to whom the question, How the apples were got in, presented difficulties. Why mention our disquisitions on the Social Contract, on the Standard of Taste, on the Migrations of the Herring? Then, have we not a Doctrine of Rent, a Theory of Value; Philosophies of Language, of History, of Poetry, of Apparitions, of Intoxicating Liquors? Man’s whole life and environment have been laid open & elucidated; scarcely a fragment or fibre of his Soul, Body, & Possessions, but has been probed, dissected, distilled, dissected, & scientifically decomposed: our spiritual Faculties, of which it appears there are not a few, have their Stewards, Counsels, Rovers, Collards: every cellular, vascular, muscular Tissue glories in its Lawrences, Majesties, Bichlets. How, then, comes it, may the reflective mind repeat, that the grand Tissue of all Tissues, the only real Tissue, should have been quite overlooked by Science,—the vestral Tissue, namely, of woollen or other cloth: which Man’s Soul wears as its outmost wrap-page & overall: wherein his whole other Tissues are included & screened, his whole Faculties work, his whole Self lives, moves, and has its being! For if, now & then, some straggling, broken-winged thinker has cast an owl’s-glance into this obscure region, the most have soared over it altogether heedless; regarding Clothes as a property, not an accident, as quite natural and spontaneous, like the leaves of trees, like the plumage of birds. In all

PLATE 20
LOVE IN A ROOM AFTER ROOM.
I hunt the house through
We inhabit together.
Heart, fear nothing, for, heart, thou shalt find her.
Next time, herself!—not the trouble behind her
Left in the curtain, the couch's perfume!
As she brushed it, the cornice-wreath blossomed anew...
Yon looking-glass gleamed at the wave of her feather.

Yet the day wears.
And door succeeds door:
I try the fresh fortune—
Range the wide house from the wing to the centre.
Still the same chance! she goes out as I enter.
Spend my whole day in the quest,—who cares?
But 'tis twilight, you see,—with such suites to explore.
Such closets to search, such akoves to importune!

ESCAPE ME?
NEVER—
BELOVED!
While I am I, and you are you.
So long as the world contains us both.
Me the loving and you the loth.
While the one eludes, must the other pursue.
My life is a fault at last, I fear—
It seems too much like a fate, indeed!
Though I do my best I shall scarce succeed—
But what if I fail of my purpose here?

It is but to keep the nerves at strain,
To dry one's eyes and laugh at a fall,
And baffled, get up to begin again,—
So the chase takes up one's life, that's all.
While, look but once from your farthest bound,
At me so deep in the dust and dark,
No sooner the old hope drops to ground
Than a new one, straight to the self-same mark.
I SHAPE ME—
EVER
REMOVED!
quently in *Sartor Resartus*: the numerous quotations and book titles requiring underlinings. The Doves type, designed without boldface or italic letters, was not sufficient, and Cobden-Sanderson turned to a commonplace type. Probably a mid-nineteenth-century reinterpretation of a Caslon italic, the light, decorative type is ill at ease next to the darker and more formal Doves. [20]

Edward Johnston (1872–1944), an English calligrapher and neighbor of Cobden-Sanderson, decorated this copy of *Men and Women* after it was printed in 1908. Johnston, the leader of a turn-of-the-century revival of calligraphy who taught Graily Hewitt among several others, also designed many of the Doves initials including those for the Doves Bible and *Sartor Resartus*. His invitation to flourish a few copies of *Men and Women* was an afterthought, the delicate tracery fighting for space. Nevertheless, the whimsical designs are colorful, stylistically appropriate, and a welcome relief to the severity of the typography. [21]

Charles de Sousy Ricketts (1866–1931) was an illustrator, stage-designer, critic, and friend and advisor to several prominent authors and artists of his time. Though modestly successful as a leading practitioner of the diverse styles of English art nouveau, Ricketts lived on the edge of poverty for much of his life, exchanging other material comforts in order to build a collection of art. His collection included Greek and Egyptian antiquities, old master drawings and engravings, and Japanese prints—all arranged in rooms lined with wall coverings designed by William Morris—which both fed and reflected Ricketts’s eclectic style.

His first book, a Daphnis and Chloe printed in 1893, combined a borrowed type with Ricketts’s illustrations and initials. The layout of the opening contains a slight variation on Morris’s standard approach. The page numbers are moved to the lower left corners of the type blocks to make room for the first word of the following page, called a catchword. Following European practice from the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries, the catchword is appended to the lower right corner of the text. Ricketts’s construction of the opening into three horizontal bands of type, illustration, and type suggests a classical frieze. However, the illustration has the flavor of the Italian Renaissance, especially in the decorations.

DAPINIS HIDETH HIMSELF IN THE BOLE OF AN ANCIENT TREE FROM THE AGGRESSIVE INCURSIONS OF ARMED METHYMNÆANS

to kiss and embrace one another with a bold, impatient fury, which before they never did. Yet of that third remedy which the old Phileas taught, they durst not make experiment; for that was not only an enterprise too bold for Maids, but too high for young Goatlings. Therefore still, as before, they spent their nights without sleep, and with remembrance of what was done, and with complaint of what was not. We have lost one another, and are never the better; we have slept and embroiled, and that’s as good as nothing too. Therefore to lie together naked in the only remaining remedy of Love. That must be tried by all means; that’s something in it, without doubt, more efficacious than in a kiss.

WHILE THEY INDULGED THESE KINDS OF THOUGHTS, they had, as it was like, their sweet, erotic, amorous dreams; and what they did not in the day, that they acted in the night: and lay together stark naked, kissing, clapping.

CHLOE PLEETH LIKE A HARE OR A BIRD FROM THE INSOLENT PURSUIT OF CERTAIN ARMED MEN OF METHYMNÆ

crushing, twining limbs. But the next day, as if they had been inspired with some stronger Nume, they rose up, and drove their flocks with a kind of violence to the fields, hastening to their kisses again; and, when they saw one another, smiling, sweetly ran together. Kisses past, but that third remedy was wanting; for Daphnis durst not mention it, and Chloe too would not begin; till at length, even by chance, they made this essay of it. They saw both close together upon the trunk of an old Oak and having tasted the sweetness of kisses, they were insatiable insatiably in pleasure, and there arose a mutual contention and striving with their clasping arms which made a close compression of their lips; and, when Daphnis hugg’d her to him with a more violent desire, it came about that Chloe inclin’d a little on her side, and Daphnis, following his kiss, fell on her, and remembered that they had an image of this in their dreams the night before, they lay a long while clinging together.
THE ATTENDANT SPIRIT descends or enters.

BEFORE the starry threshold of Jove's court
My mansion is, where those immortal shapes
Of bright aerial spirits live inseparable
In regions mild of calm and serene rays.
Above the smoky and stent of this dun spot,
Which men call earth, and, with low-thoughted care,
Confined and passed in this pin-fold here,
Strive to keep up a frail and fevish being;
Unmindful of the crown that Venus gives,
After his mortal change to her true servants
Amongst the enthroned gods on stained urns.
Yet soon there be that by due steps aspire
To lay their just hands on that golden key
That opens the palace of eternity;
To such my enem is; and, but for such,
I would not soil these pure ambread weeds
With the rank vapours of this sin-worn mould.
But to my task. Neptune besides the savy
Of every salt flood and each ebbing stream,
Took in, by lot 'twixt high and neber Jove,
Imperial rule of all the sea-girl tides,
That, like to rich and various gems, inlay
The unadorned bosom of the deep;
Which he, to grace his tributary gods,
By course commiss in several government,
And gives them leave to wear these saphire crowns,
And wield their little tridents. But this isle,
The greatest and the best of all the main,
He quarters to his blew-haired deities,
And all this trucr that fronts the falling sun,
A noble Peer of mickle trust and power
Has in his charge, with temper'd awe to guide
An old and haughty nation, proud in arms:
Where his fair offspring reign in princely line,
Are coming to ascend their father's state,
And new-entrusted scepter. But their way
Lies through the perilous paths of this dear wood,
The nodding horror of whose shady boughs
Threatens the feeble and wandring passenger;
And here their tender age might suffer peril,
But that by quick command from sovereign Jove,
I was dispatch for their defence and guard.
And listen why: for I will tell you now
What never yet was heard in tale or song,
From old or modern bard, in hall or bow'r.
Bacchus, that first froout the purple grape,
Crushed the sweet poison of mauved wine.
After the Tuscan mariners transformed,
Coasting the Tyrrhenian shore, as the winds listed,
On Cerce's island fell. (Who knows not Cerce,
The daughter of the Sun, whose charmed cup
Whoever tasted lost his upright shape,
And downward fell into a groveling swine ??)
This Nymph that gu'd upon his cleaving locks,
With ivy berrics wreath'd, and his blushed youth,
Had by him, ere he parted thence, a son
Much like his father, but his mother more.
Whom therefore she brought up and Comus named;
Who, ripe and frolick of his full-grown age,
Roving the Celtic and Sibennian fields,
At last makes him to this ommous wood.
And in thick shelter of black shades embower'd,
Exclaims his mother at her mighty art.
Offering to every weary traveller
His orant liquor in a crystal glass,
Silv.
of the saddles, bridles, and horsemen’s armor as well as the shallow background flattened with patches of diagonal hatching. The only weakness is the uneven printing of the book in which lightly inked pages are found opposite heavily inked counterparts, troubling otherwise beautifully conceived openings. [22]

In 1896 Ricketts printed *The Early Poems of John Milton*, the first book issued under his Vale imprint and the first to be set in Vale type. Although designed without close reference to any other, the Vale face closely resembles Morris’s Golden type. A few differences lay in the enlarged enclosures of the lowercase a’s and e’s, and flattened tail of the lowercase g. The setting widens the spacing between words as well as lines, and Ricketts generally tries to get along without running titles, particularly when setting poetry. Unfortunately he continued the use of the catchword, here detached and drifting away from the text. [23]
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**ROM THE FORESTS AND HIGHLANDS**

**WE COME;**

**WE COME:**

**FROM THE RIVERGIRT ISLANDS.**

**WHERE LOUD WAVES are DUMB LISTENING TO MY SWEET PIPINGS.**
chap. By the necessary change of times, van-
ity is added to human travail. There is
an excellency in God's works, but as
for man, God shall judge his works
there, and how he shall be like a
wretch.

to every thing there is a season, and a time to every pur-
pose under the heaven: a time to be born, and a time to die; a
time to plant, and a time to pluck up that which is planted;
a time to kill, and a time to heal; a time to break down, and a
time to build up; a time to weep, and a time to laugh; a
time to mourn, and a time to dance; a
time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together;
a time to embrace, and a time to release; a time to receive,
and a time to cast away; a time to keep, and a time to cast
away; a time to sew, and a time to rip; a time to speak,
and a time to be silent; a time to give, and a time to keep;
a time to receive honour, and a time to displease; a time
wherein he laboured; have I seen the waste, which God
hath caused to be over the sea or over the land? He hath
made every thing empty and vanity, and he hath set the
world in vain: therefore, its name come to be called the
world of vanity; for it is vanity; and the vanity of its name
shall come to be called the vanity of vanities.

Vanity is increased unto men by oppression, by envy,
beguilements, by covetousness, by falseness, by
business, by solitariness, by wifeliness.

So I regarded, and considered all the oppressions that are
done under the sun, and the vexations of heart that are
withstanding all the oppressions that are done, and they
have no comforter, and on the side of those oppressions there
was power, but they had no com-
miser. Wherein I passed the dead which one already
dead more than the living, which one yet alive. Yea better
is he than both they, which hath not yet been, who hath
not seen the evil which is done under the sun.

Again, I consider all travaile, and every work which
they run this man is saved, or his neighbour. This is also
vanity and vexation of spirit.

Then I reformed, and I saw vanity under the heaven. There
is one alone, and there is not a second; yea, he hath
secretenes child one brotethr; yet is there no end or all his labour,
nor is it this eye satisfied with riches; neither saith he,
For whom do I labour, and become my soul or soal? This
is also vanity, yea, it is a vanitv.

Two one better then one; because they have a good
seven and seven labours. For if they fall, the one will
be up his fellow; but one to him they shall be, and when he
falleth, he hath no strength to help him up. Again, it two be
reconciled, then they have heart; fear how one can be wise
aloe? And if one prevail upon him, two shall withstand
him, and a threefold cord is not quickly broken.
Ricketts’s greatest strength was as a designer of *art nouveau* ornaments. Based on a long, sinuous line, the rippling patterns of his foliate designs often decorated the title pages of his books, as shown here in two works, the *Lyrical Poems of Shelley* and *The Poems of John Keats*, both done in 1898. The silvery tone of his ornaments balances that of the uppercase typography in both books; but the alternating red and black elements on both sides of the opening in the Shelley compete for attention with Ricketts’s carefully plotted composition of ruled lines, initials, and type. In the Keats the texture is exquisite, particularly on the left-hand side where the various components merge into a fresh growth of decoration and typography. [24, 25]

The King's type was Ricketts's most original contribution as a type designer. For the type, shown here in its first application in the Vale *Ecclesiastes* (1902), Ricketts grafted certain features of the uncial script, which evolved between the fourth and eighth centuries, onto the basic roman letter form, retaining the serifs. Although Ricketts created upper- and lowercase fonts, the early medieval model only contained one case which mixed the letter forms now distinguished into the two cases. Accordingly, Ricketts designed uppercase forms of the F, G, R, and T as well as the distinctive hump-backed E for the lowercase font. The type compresses easily, yielding a pleasant, grainy texture, interrupted for the reader only by the unfamiliar innovations such as the E and ruptured lowercase g. Ricketts's exotic achievement may well have been the first attempt to translate the uncial form into a text type. [26]

With the support of Charles Ricketts, Lucien Pissarro turned his skill as an artist to creating books illustrated with the palette and soft focus of an impressionist, as well as books of early music printed in a sixteenth-century style.

Lucien Pissarro (1863–1944) was the eldest son of the French impressionist painter Camille Pissarro and, having expressed a youthful interest in painting, was taught by his father and friends of his father, notably Manet and Cézanne. But early on Pissarro began to specialize in color printing, and by 1890, believing that the French were unreceptive toward fine graphic art, he left for England. In London he was introduced to Charles Ricketts, who appreciated Pissarro’s gift. Ricketts helped arrange the publication of Pissarro’s first book, and allowed him to use the Vale type for several subsequent publications of Pissarro’s Eragny Press, named for his home village in Normandy.

His first book, an art nouveau-cum-impressionist *Queen of the Fishes*, was finished in 1894. Like Pine’s *Horace*, the text is printed not from movable type, but from a single block per page. In this case, however, the blocks were reproduced photomechanically from Pissarro’s limpid handwritten manuscript. Although the uneven inking of the type and monochromatic illustrations is due to Pissarro’s inexperience as a printer, the light tone of his ink was deliberate. His plan was to reduce the contrasts of ink and paper to a subtle impres-
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For a long time the children sat lis-
ting each other of the many beauti-
ful things they saw in their other lus-
sionist interplay of pastel hues. Pissarro’s skill as a craftsman found its greatest expression in his color illustrations such as the one on the left. Five wood engravings, one for each hue, were required to build up the mellow coloring and hazy atmosphere out of overlays of pointillistic stipplings and faint hatching. [27]

The Brook type, designed by Pissarro to replace the Vale type which Ricketts withdrew from use in 1903 and later destroyed, is shown here in the Eragny Areopagitica, printed in 1904. The type, as one might expect, is very close to Ricketts’s Vale, the only major differences—such as the flapping tail of the lowercase g—carried over from Pissarro’s script. A subtle variation which sets the Brook type apart from most of the others of the same period is the irregularity of the individual letter forms. The result is a less precise, almost hand-penned appearance. The initials are left over from Pissarro’s work with the Vale type, however, and since Brook type is slightly smaller, when it is set with normal spacing between lines it does not quite match the height of the initials, leaving narrow gaps below each block. The naive charm of the initials derives from the rough-hewn quality of the engraving and lack of regard for the relationships of letter, foliage, and frame, a refreshing departure from the tightly organized initials of Morris and Ricketts. [28]

Applying his expertise in printing with color, Pissarro designed two books of early music: Some Old French and English Ballads and Songs by Ben Jonson, issued respectively in 1905 and 1906. The method Pissarro followed, based on sixteenth-century practice, called for printing the red

truth that flies up in the faces of them who seek to read it out. This order therefore may prove a precious aid to learning. Indeed, every one of these prayers is a miniature sermon, as well as our limits and responsibilities. Truth is so engrained in Scripture as to streaming fountain, if her stream flow not in a perpendicular progression, she sinks into a muddy pool of conformity & tradition. A man may be a heretic in the truth, and yet believe things only because his Pastor says so, or the Assembly so determine, without knowing other reason, though his belief be true; yet the very truth he holds, becomes his heresy. There is not any burden that so would gladden plate out to another, then the change & care of his Religion. There be, who knows not that there be of Pentecostal and professing who live and dye in an ardent an implicit faith. as any lay Papist of Lorenzo A wealthy man addicted to his pleasures and to his profane finds Religion to be a traffic so en- tangled, and of so many piddling accounts, that of all mysewes he cannot seem to keep a stock going upon that trade. What should he do? fame he would have the name to be religious, fame he would bear up with his neigh- bours in that. What does he therefore, but resolve to give over saying, and to find himself out some manner, to whose

care & credit he may commit the whole managing of his religious affairs, som Divine of note & estimation that must he. To him he adheres, reigns the whole ware-house of his religion, with all the latches & keyes into his conscience; and indeed makes the very person of that man his religion, extends his as- sociating with him a sufficient evi- dence and commendatory of his own party. So that a man may say his religion is a new one more within himself, but is become a divinity moveable, and goes and comes near him, according as that good man frequents the house. He hears him, gives him gifts, feasts him, lodges him, his religion comes home at night, peace, in liter- al sense, & surprisingly laid to sleep, rises, in soiled, & after the malmsey, or some well spiced braugue, and better breakfasted than he whose morning appetite would have gladly fed on green figs between Bethlehem and Jeru- salem, Religion walks abroad at eight, and leaves his friend entertain in the shop reading all day without his religion.

ANOTHER sort there be who when they hear that all things shall be order'd, all things regulated and well: nothing worst in but what passes through the housewife of certain Politicains that have the managing and the pouling of all free spirit's truth, will even give themselves up into your hands, make & cut out what religion ye please, there be deli- ghts, there be recreations and jolly

partimes that will fetch the day about from noon to sun, and each the tedious year as in a delightful dream. What need they their heads with that which others have talk so strictly, & so unsteadily on their own perpetuity? These are the fruits which a skill sole and occasion of our knowledge will bring forth among the people. Have godly, and how to be wise were such in seditious unanimity as this, what a fine conformity would it stanch us all! & doubts a stanch and solid peace of framework, as any January could freeze together. For much better will be the consequence ev'n among the Calvinists themselves, if it is no new thing never heard of before, for a parochial Minister, who has his revised, and is as his Hercules pillars in a severe benefit, to be easily inclinable, if he have nothing else that may move up his studies, to finish his circuit in an English concordance and a topic folio, the gatherings & savings of a sober graduation, A Harmony & a Canon, reading the constant round of certain common doctrinal heads, as- tended with their mute, massive marks and means, out of which, as out of an alphabet or out by forming & trans- forming, mode and disguising variously a little book-craft, and two hours meditation might furnish him unpredic- able to the performance of more than a weekly charge of sermoning, not to reckon up the infinite helps of inter- linearis, breviaries, synopses, & other fascinating gear. But as for the multitude

of Sermons ready printed and pid up, on every man that is not difficult, our London reading & Thomas in his way, and able to boot St. Martin, and St. Hugh, have not within their borders a more venderable ware of all sorta ready made: so that penury he never need fear of Pilgrim provision, having where an omniously to re- fresh his magazine. But this rear end flanks be not impal'd if it has back done be not stanch'd if it is a right center, but that a bold book may move & then some feet, & give the assault to some of his old collections & the preachings, it will conduce in them to keep want- ing to stand in watch, by set good guards & resolutions: about his successions, opinions, to walk the round & comprehen- sively with his former collectors, learn- ing least any of his flock be seduced, who also, at least, if that be easier, better exercis'd and discretion: And God send him that the due diligence which must be done, be not made manifest in the laziness of a lis- tening Church.

For if we be sure we are in the right, and doe not hinder the truth quality which be- comes not, if weminuscules condemn not our own, but love to有益ful teaching and the people for an understanding and right understanding, what can be more fair, then when a man judicious, learned, and of a con- science, for ought we know, as good as others are, shall not privily from house to house, which is more dangerous, but openly

PLATE 28
II. L'AMOUR DE MOI S'Y EST ENCLOSE.

L'amour de moi s'y est encole
Dedans un joly jardinet
Ou croist la rose et le muguet
Et aussi fait la passerose.

Ce jardin est bel et plaisant;
Il est garny de toutes flours;
On y prend son estabement
Autant la nuit comme le jour.

Hélas! il n'est si douce chose
Que de ce doux roussignollet
Qui chante au soir, au matinnet;
Quand il est las il se repose.

Je la v'y l'autre jour cueillir
La violette en ung vert pré,
La plus belle qu'onceque je veus
Et la plus plaisante a mon gré.

Je la regardé une pose:
Elle estoit blanche comme let,
Et douce comme un signellet,
Vermeilllette comme une rose.

L'amour de moi s'y est encole
Dedans un joly jardinet
Ou croist la rose et le muguet
Et aussi fait la passerose.
staves first and the black notes, key, and measure markings last. He had to be careful to line up or register the sheet of red staves precisely with the black type, otherwise the music would be inaccurate and very likely unperformable. Another difficulty lay in the setting of the black notes. Unlike letter type, which is set in straight lines, music type must be spaced vertically as well as horizontally, requiring special leading and meticulous setting. [29, 30]

Pissarro’s unique and most personalized book design after *Queen of the Fishes* was *Album de poèmes tirés*, printed in 1911. The tail ornaments are *art nouveau*, but overall the book—consistent with its subject—is redolent with *japonisme*, the late nineteenth-century French fascination with Oriental decorative arts. Everything, from the tiny lotus-leaf marks to the illustrations, and from the paper to the binding, points toward the Far East. The division of the text with numerous vertical and horizontal rulings, taken from traditional Japanese book design, seems unnecessarily halting. Perhaps Pissarro, always more a part of his father’s generation than his own, wanted his public to linger over the dreamy ennui of this work. [31]


COME, my Ce·li·a, let us prove, While wee may, the sweets of love, Time will not be ours for e·ver.

He at length our good will se·

Spend not then his gifts in vaine, Sunnes that set may rise a·
gaine, But if once wee loose this light, Tis with us perpet·all night.

PLATE 30
DANS son pavillon de porcelaine, comme une fleur éclatante entourée de feuillage, l'Imperatrice est assise au milieu de ses femmes.

ELLE songe que son bien-aimé demeure trop longtemps au conseil, et, avec ennui, elle agite son éventail.

UNE bouffée de parfums caresse le visage de l'Empereur.

MA bien-aimée d'un coup de son éventail m'envoie le parfum de sa bouche, et l'Empereur, tout rayonnant de pierres précieuses, marche vers le pavillon de porcelaine, laissant se regarder, en silence, les Mandarins étonnés.

LES cendres sont froides, dans l'or du brûle-parfum, sculpté en lion chimérique.

JE m'agite fiévreusement, sous la houle rouge de ma couverture, et, brusquement, je la rejette pour me lever.

PLATE 31
Daniel Berkeley Updike, among the first Americans to assimilate Morris's work, evolved a personal style based on principles of simplicity and clarity.

Updike (1860–1941) was brought up in a New England home with "a deepened religious sense" rooted in a firm Episcopalian background, an affiliation he maintained throughout his private and professional life. Without prior experience, he found a job in the printing trade as an errand boy for the Boston publisher, Houghton, Mifflin & Company. Possessing an intuitive skill in design, Updike moved up to a position designing promotional layouts, gaining several years of experience before being transferred to the fine book subsidiary to design books. But friction with his superiors and a commission from an Episcopalian friend led Updike to set out on his own, eventually founding his Merrymount Press.

The commission, completed in 1896, was for The Altar Book, a production in which Updike's role was more akin to that of an orchestral conductor than that of a book designer. The borders, initials, and type were designed by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue (1869–1924), a young architect and sometime typographer who later designed Rockefeller Chapel on the University of Chicago campus. The illustrations were designed by Robert Anning Bell.

...et lapis mychamos. Et nomen fluvii secundii Gihon; ipse est qui circuminxit omnes terras. Ethiopia. Nomen vero fluminis tertii, Tigris; ipse vadit contra Assyria. Pluvius autem quartus, ipse est Euphrates. Tale ergo Dominus Deus hominem et posuit eum in paradisio voluptatis, ut operaveret et custodiret illum. Propecasit et dicat: Ex omni ligno paradisi comedite: de ligno autem scientia boni et mali ne comedatis: in quacumque enim die comedideris ex eo, morre mortiera. Dux itaque Dominus Deus. Non est bonum, esse hominem unum: faciamus ei adversarium sibi similis. Formatis igitur, Dominus Deus, de humidissima animantis terrae, et universae volatillibus, ad Adam, ut vidisset quid vocaret eum; omne enim quod vocaret Adam animae viventis, ipsum est nomen ejus. Appelavitque Adam nomine ilium qua dixit ut vocaret eum in nomine ilium. Et adduxit Dominus Deus hominem in Adam; et adduxit eum ad Adam; Dixitque Adam: Hoc meus est delimum; et onyx stone. And the name of the second river is Gihon: the same is it that compasseth the whole land of Ethiopia. And the name of the third river is Hiddekel: that is it which goeth toward the east of Assyria. And the fourth river is Euphrates. And the Lord God took the man, and put him into the garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it. And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, Of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat: but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die. And the Lord God said, It is not good that the man should be alone: I will make him an help meet for him. And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them: and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name thereof. And Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and to every beast of the field; but for Adam there was not found an help meet for him. And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam: and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed...
(1863–1933), an Englishman; and the printing was carried out under the supervision of Theodore De Vinne (1828–1914), a distinguished New York printer. Yet Updike succeeded in directing his forces to create a work which closely approximates the look and unity of a Kelmscott Press book. Updike felt that Goodhue’s type, though based directly on Jenson, was “seduced by Morris’s unduly black” interpretation and “merely modified the heaviness of the Morris fonts.” But the type was designed to work on large pages and when viewed at a slight distance, as though placed on a lectern, the type blends into a pleasant pattern without sacrificing legibility. Goodhue’s borders, however, are too irregular and coarse to blend into the same typographic texture as the illustration and type. Part of the reason for this is Goodhue’s reluctance to abstract his highly naturalistic flora and fauna into finer and more regular, if less realistic, patterns. [32]

Updike’s familiarity with the Kelmscott style was exercised again in a publication of illustrations created for an edition by Morris which was never completed. The artist was Edward Burne-Jones (1833–1898), a painter, illustrator, and life-long friend of Morris. Burne-Jones, who designed illustrations for a number of Kelmscott books, began drawings for a project which was ended by Morris’s death. Subsequent to Burne-Jones’s death the drawings were transferred to wood so that they could be published in a book that would display the images as they were originally meant to be viewed. The result, *In the Dawn of the World* printed in 1903, captures the essential

33. *In the Dawn of the World*. Boston: Charles E. Goodspeed, 1903. Illustrations by Edward Burne-Jones, engraved after latter’s death by Robert Catterson-Smith; type design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; book design by Daniel Berkeley Updike; printed by Merrymount Press. No. 76 of 185. 35.4 × 22.3 cm.
Christmas Day

Another day, the prophet John answered them, saying, I baptize with water: but there standeth one among you, whom ye know not; he it is who coming after me is preferred before me, whose shoe's latchet I am not worthy to unloose. These things were done in Bethabara beyond Jordan, where John was baptizing.

CHRISTMASTIDE.
The Nativity of our Lord, or the Birthday of Christ, commonly called Christmas Day.

[December 25]

The Collect.

ALMIGHTY God, who hast given us thy only-begotten Son to take our nature upon him, and at the time to be born of a pure virgin, Grant that we being regenerate, and made thy children by adoption and grace, may daily be renewed by thy Holy Spirit, through the same our Lord Jesus Christ, who liveth and reigneth with thee and the same Spirit ever, one God, world without end. Amen.

The Epistle.
Hebrews i. 3.

GOD, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds; who being the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his person, and upholding all things by the word of his power, when he had by himself purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high, being made so much better than the angels, as he hath by inheritance obtained a more excellent name than they. For

Christmas Day

unto which of the angels said he at any time, Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee? And again, I will be to him a Father, and he shall be to me a Son? And again, when he broughteth the first-fruits into the world, be saith, And let all the angels of God worship him. And of the angels he saith, Who maketh his angels spirits, and his ministers a flame of fire. But unto the Son he saith, Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever: a sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of thy kingdom. Thou hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity; therefore God, even thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows. And, Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foundations of the earth: and the heavens are the works of thine hands: they shall perish; but thou remost; and they all shall wax old as doth a garment: And as a vesture shalt thou fold them up; and they shall be changed: but thou art the same, and thy years shall not fail.


IN the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by him, and without him was not any thing that was made. In him was life; and the life was the light of men. And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not. There was a man sent from God, whose name was John. The same came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light, that all men through him might believe. He was not that Light, but was sent to bear witness of that Light. That was the true Light, which enlighteth every man that cometh into the world. He was in the world; and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not. He came unto his own, and his own received him not. But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God,
texture and proportions of a Kelmscott book without diverting attention from the illustrations. Updike, setting the text in Goodhue's type, wisely avoided Morris's frills, such as the Gothic ornaments, initials, and paragraph marks. The text is merely shaped to provide pedestals upon which the illustrations have been mounted. [33]

*The Book of Common Prayer*, finished in 1930, is the fullest expression of Updike's personal style. Four presses were asked to submit specimen sheets in a competition which Updike won due largely to his knowledge of the Episcopal faith and the "liturgical requirements and practical use of the Prayer Book." The beauty of the book comes from its simplicity. Set close in Janson, a type that originated in the late seventeenth century, the page layouts derive their strength from Morris's proportions of text to paper, distribution of margins, and page number placements. But Updike has stripped the text bare by eliminating all ornaments, relying on enlarged Janson initials, Janson italic, and a sparing use of rubrication, to decorate the book. The book is as American as a piece of colonial furniture, austere and solemn without being plain. [34]

Frederic W. Goudy refined his skills as a type and book designer through a number of personally printed books which reflect the lessons of Morris and his English successors.

One of this nation’s most productive and inventive type designers, Goudy (1865–1947) spent his early years moving from job to job before arriving in Chicago by 1895 where he found work as a bookkeeper in a secondhand bookstore. A fascination with graphic design and processes led him into an abortive commercial printing venture, exposure to Vale and Kelmscott presswork, and subsequent experiments in typographic design. By the turn of the century Goudy began to receive a trickle of regular assignments as a free-lance designer, and in 1902, a request from a Chicago firm for an advertising typeface. The design Goudy submitted, though approved in principle, was too costly for his client’s purposes. Left with the design and armed with outside support, Goudy had the design cast and used it as the first font for another printing venture, the Village Press.

The first Village Press book, Printing, was completed in 1903. It is set in Goudy’s Village type based “more or less on the types of Jenson as exhibited in Morris’s Golden type, in the Doves... Merrymount, and types of that ilk.” The Village type approximates the calligraphic spirit of Jenson more closely than its predecessors.

to be comfortable reading; the size known as “Long primer” ought to be the smallest size used in a book meant to be read. Here, again, if the practice of “leading” were retrenched larger type could be used without enhancing the price of a book. One very important matter in “setting up” for fine printing is the “spacing,” that is, the lateral distance of words from one another. In good printing the spaces between the words should be as near as possible equal (it is impossible that they should be quite equal except in lines of poetry); modern printers understand this, but it is only practised in the very best establishments. But another point which they should attend to they almost always disregard; this is the tendency to the formation of ugly meandering white lines or “rivers” in the page, a blemish which can be nearly, though not wholly, avoided by care and forethought, the desirable thing being “the breaking of the line” as in bonding masonry or brickwork, thus.

The general solidity of a page is much to be sought for; modern printers generally overdo the “whites” in the spacing, a defect probably forced on them by the characterless quality of the letters. For where these are boldly and carefully designed, and each letter is thoroughly individual in form, the words may be set much closer together, without loss of clearness. No definite rules, however, except the avoidance of “rivers” and excess of white, can be given for the spacing, which requires the constant exercise of judgment and taste on the part of the printer. The position of the page on the paper should be considered if the book is to have a satisfactory look. Here once more the almost invariable modern practice is in opposition to a natural sense of proportion. From the time when books first took their present shape till the end of the sixteenth century, or indeed later, the page so lay on the paper that there was more space allowed to the bottom and fore margin than to the top and back of the paper, thus:

the unit of the book being locked on as the two pages forming an opening. The modern printer, in the teeth
XIV

"WE TWO WILL LIE I THE
shadow of
That living mystic tree
Within whose secret growth the Dove
Sometimes is felt to be,
While every leaf that His plumes
touch
Saith His name audibly.

XV

"AND I MYSELF WILL
teach to him—
I myself, lying so,—
The songs I sing here; which his
mouth
Shall pause in, hushed and slow,
Finding some knowledge at each pause
And some new thing to know."

XVI

"ALAS! TO HER WISE
simple mind
These things were all but known
Before: they trembled on her
sense,—
Her voice had caught their tone.
Alas for lonely Heaven! Alas
For life wrung out alone!

XVII

"ALAS, AND THOUGH THE
end were reached? . . .
Was THY part understood
Or borne in trust? And for her sake
Shall this too be found good?—
May the close lips that knew not
prayer
Praise ever, though they would?")
particularly in the stems, which swell as they ascend or descend toward the wedge-shaped serifs, and the slightly irregular tilt of the swaying lowercase letters. Goudy's most noticeable variations are the wing-shaped dots over the i's and the pointed, triangular shape of the bowl on the lowercase g. The pages of this essay by Morris and Walker are set with a clear understanding and self-conscious reverence for the work of the two, down to the details of the woodcut illustrations designed to illustrate the authors' points. [35]

However, Goudy's skill was not limited to type and book design. He could also create light, unobtrusive leaf ornaments to be used as paragraph marks, and fine borders and initials, as shown in his editions of The Blessed Damozel and A Dissertation Upon Roast Pig, printed respectively in 1903 and 1904. The right-hand border for Dissertation (the left side a mirror-image reproduction of the right) is an intricate and delicately rendered pattern that frames but does not overwhelm the typography. The woodcut title block, an enlargement of the type, is weakened by the uncertain spacing particularly noticeable in the distribution of the letters for "UPON." Goudy designed the unusual initial M in which the black mass is softened with a carefully tailored white outline, and decorated with foliage that


A DISSERTATION UPON ROAST PIG

MANKIND, says a Chinese manuscript, which my friend M. was obliging enough to read and explain to me, for the first seventy thousand ages ate their meat raw, clawing or biting it from the living animal, just as they do in Abyssinia to this day. This period is not obscurely hinted at by their great
RABBI BEN EZRA
A DRAMATIC MONOLOGUE
BY ROBERT BROWNING

PLATE 38
hevp and sorrowful, and hym thought ther cam a tarp byrd whiche fleygh whan he had tolde to her up to huren wth grete lye. And anon after thys ful hevp, & tolde to hym conspired his beth, for she said to hym, that he had promised to Quen- brede to see the, and that signepe thus that hym spyn- eth down the tree that stode by thy beddes syde. And the byrd that thou salweyst fley up to huren signepe thy soule that angelis shal bere up to huren after thy marty- dom. And anon after thys Ashabe made the kyng that he shold goe and dissparte hym by the wodes side named Clent, & as he walde the kyng was at hevp & leyd hym down to slepe, and thanne this fals trauuour pur- posed to hawe slayn the kyng, and began to make the pyt to bury hym in.

BUT anon as God wold the kyng awoke, & saw to thys Askabed that he laboured in hyn, for God wold that I dye in thys place. But take thys small rodde, and there as thou shalt sette it in the ethfe, ther shal I be marst. & thenne they went forth to godre a good way thens, til they cam to an hawthorn, and there he pyght the rodde in therthe, and forthwith incontinente it bare grene leaves, & sodesly it waxe to a grete asshe tree, the whiche stonde thyre yet unto thys day, & is called Renelms asshe, & there this Askabeth smote of
helps define the space surrounding the initial without filling it. [36, 37]

For the frontispiece and title page of his edition of *Rabbi Ben Ezra*, printed in 1904, Goudy turned to his young protégé William A. Dwiggins. Recalling this collaboration, Dwiggins (1880–1956), who later became a distinguished illustrator, type, and book designer in his own right, wrote: "I think the picture was my third attempt to make a woodcut. It was . . . cut with a knife on the side of a plank, in the Oriental way, through a drawing pasted down on the wood." Dwiggins's raw talent brought to the illustration an elemental power that shows in its unqualified rendering and direct emotional appeal. Goudy's setting balances the illustration with the title page, and his red inking of the vine softens the steely ornament. [38]

Goudy, like St. John Hornby, toyed early on with a black letter type. Similar to the Ashendene experiment with an old English black letter face, Goudy's *The Lyf of Seynt Kenelme* was printed just four years later in 1905. The initials were inked separately using a special technique whereby several colors are only partially blended to arrive at the "rainbow" effect shown here. [39]

Under the guidance of Willi Wiegand, the Bremer-Presse concentrated on creating handsome editions based solely on typefaces designed with machine precision and calligraphic introductory words and initials.

Established in 1911 by a group of German artisans and intellectuals, the Bremer-Presse found administrative and aesthetic direction in Wiegand (1884–1961), the highly educated son of a German industrialist. Wiegand was an energetic manager with the sharp eye and sensitive hand of a meticulous craftsman. He designed all four of the Bremer-Presse house types, and was instrumental in creating the distinctive quality of its most notable books.

La divina commedia, printed in 1921, is set in Wiegand’s Antiqua. Like the Ashendene Subiaco, this type was designed with reference to two fifteenth-century models, a Gothic and a Venetian roman. Characteristics of both can be found in the weight and calligraphic tapering of the stems and serifs, and the angular bowls and crowns of the lowercase font. Particularly distinguishing features of Wiegand’s design are the foot serifs, which point to the right only, and his variants, differentiated by width, of the lowercase a, f, i, and t. These variants enabled Wiegand to achieve a closer and more balanced letter spacing. For example, in the setting of the word “tutto” in the second line from the bottom on the left-hand page, Wiegand has set the first t (one

40. Dante Alighieri. La divina commedia. Ed. by Berthold Wiese. Munich: Bremer-Presse, 1921. Titles and initials designed by Anna Simons; type and book design by Willi Wiegand. No. 41 of 300. 34.2 × 21.3 cm.
Canto primo.

MIGLIOR acqua alza le sade
omai la naviglia del mio ingegno,
che lascia dire a si mar si crudole.
E cantori di quel secondo regno,
con l'uman spirito si sorge,
e di salvi al col diventa degno.
Ma qui la morte possa risuere,
e sante Muse, per che virtuo sano,
e quel Calliope alquanto sorge,
Seguendo il mio canto con quel suono
di cui la Pute mildire sembra
la colpe tal, che diaperar perdono.
Dolce color d'oriental saffra,
che s'acconcia nel sereno aspetto
dell'ar, puro intimo al primo giro,
Agli ochi suoi riuniscono il dietro,
ranne chi o usci fuori dell'aura morta,
che mi usa contrariati gli occhi e il petto.
La bel pianta che ad amar conforta
fa cosa tutto rider l'oriente,
vedendo i Paei chi erano in sua acce.

In mi vola a man diestra, e posa mente
all'altra pole, e odi quattro stelle
non visse mai fuor chi alla prima guerte.
Goder pareva il ciel di lor fiammelle.
O strazierista vedove ste,
poi che privato se di misir quelle?
Com'io d'adorno ampio dai partire,
un poco me esigendo all'altra pole,
là onde il Carre già era sparito,
Vidi presso di me un orgi solo,
degno di tanta reverenza in vista,
che più non dove a padre alcun figliuolo.
Lunga la barba e di pel bianco mora
portava, e su' capelli umigliante,
de quasi cadere al petto doppia lista.
Li raggi delle quattro luci sante
fregiavan al la sua faccia di lume,
che vi' l'oriente come il sol fosse di sangue.
«Chi siete voi, che contro al cinque fiume
fuggite avanti la prossima eterna?»
disse, avvengendo quell'innceso piume.
«Chi e' ha guidato? O che si fu lucevano,
sempre furo del profondo norte
che sempre ne fai la volle inferna!»
Son la leggi d'abbaus oni morti!
O i tormenti in ciel nuovo consigli,
che dannati son alle mio grante?»
La dova mi ancor mi diedi di piglio,
e con parole e con mani e con consi
restanti mi fe le gambe e il ciglio.
Poesia rispose lui: «Da me non venni,
donna scene del ciel, per l'occhi preghi
della mia compagnia consci suoni.»
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of three variations based on the length of the horizontal stroke) with the medium-width sized t because of the leftward jutting serif on the u. The other two t's are the long version, the second to hold it an arm's length from the third, and the third to fill the space to the top of the o. [40]

The similarity of the style and placement of the Bremer-Presse initials and introductory words to that of the Ashendene Press is more than coincidental. Anna Simons (1871–1951), the German calligrapher and type designer who fashioned most of the Bremer initials, studied with Edward Johnston as had Ashendene's Graily Hewitt.

41. Anna Simons. Titel und Initialen für die Bremer-Presse. Munich: Bremer-Presse, 1926. Printed from original blocks designed by Anna Simons. Edition: 220. 46.5 × 36.5 cm.

42. Homer. ΗΛΙΑΣ. Ed. by Eduard Schwartz. Munich: Bremer-Presse, 1923. Type and book design by Willi Wiegand. No. 538 of 615. 35.9 × 23 cm.
Λήφθη η Κυρία Μικροερήμην κατά την καθημερινή λειτουργία, όμως η απόδοση της έγινε απευθείας στους προσωπικούς πληρωτέους. Θα πρέπει να υποτιμηθεί η σημασία της λειτουργίας Ληφθής, θα πρέπει να υποτιμηθεί η σημασία της λειτουργίας.
Her approach to the design of the canto headings is very close to Hewitt's, not only in her calligraphic style, but in her vertical arrangement of letters adjacent to the initials. Simon's designs for several Bremer-Presse works were assembled in the portfolio, Titel und Initialen, printed from the original blocks in 1926. The self-contained vitality and compositional balance of her designs work beautifully even when isolated from the text. [41]

For his ΙΛΙΑΣ (Iliad), printed in 1923, Wiegand designed a Greek font which maintained the clarity of Aldus's while moving closer to the connected-letter style of Garamond's ligature-filled font. Wiegand designed his griechische Schrift along the same principles he followed for his Antiqua, creating variant forms for his uppercase Ι and lowercase υ, π, σ, and τ. Most of the variations were designed for letter spacing, like his Antiqua t, and one, ς, to conclude words only. The Bremer-Presse reliance on the combination of pure typography as ornament sufficient to decorate books might have resulted in the severity of the Doves Press. But Wiegand's success in manipulating the nuances of typographic design into flexible, script-like fonts of type, allowed him to capture something of the subtle variety and shifting cadences of handwritten manuscripts in the Bremer-Presse editions. [42]
Count Harry Kessler was an impresario among the publishers of the early twentieth century. Like his friend Diaghilev, the Russian organizer of the Ballets Russes, Kessler brought together an international group of leading graphic artists, type designers, and pressmen to form his Cranach-Presse, the source of some of the most artistic books of its generation.

Born in Paris and educated in England and Germany, Kessler (1868–1937) was a prominent German politician, diplomat, and patron whose travels brought him into contact with major figures in the arts. The idea for his press came during one of Kessler’s many trips abroad. About 1908 he invited the French sculptor Aristide Maillol (1861–1944) to join him on a trip to Greece. Moved by this ancient culture, the two began discussing the creation of illustrated editions of classical literature.

Maillol’s work for one of these editions, Virgil’s Eclogae, though begun in 1912, was not completed until 1926 because of the war. Maillol is known primarily for the classical restraint of his figure sculptures, and this economy of means led to a realization of sculpture as a pure art form, stripped of literary or artistic associations. His illustrations for the Eclogae are characteristic in their archaic simplicity and elemental power, expressed through his use of “naive” compositions and “primitive” line. The layout follows Morris’s style, but the space surrounding the illustrations and type has been enlarged considerably, transforming it from an arrangement of margins into a picture frame. The type, designed for the Cranach-Presse by Emery Walker, is yet another ver-
sion of Jenson and virtually identical to Walker's design for the Doves type. [43]

Edward Gordon Craig (1872–1966), an Englishman, was a controversial theorist, actor, director, and designer of the twentieth-century stage. His efforts centered on productions in which the actors' performances as well as the scenery were structured to evoke rather than explain the literary content of a play. Kessler first approached Craig for illustrations to a Cranach Hamlet in 1912, but this project was also interrupted by the war and not completed until 1929. The raw markings, which only allude to forms and relationships, reverse the conventional arrangement of illustration and text. The text no longer provides a setting for the illustration, rather the illustration has absorbed the text, making the typography part of the texture of the image. The Gothic-style type, first used in this edition, was designed for the Cranach-Presse by Edward Johnston. Drawn with close reference to one of the earliest movable types, the lowercase letters remain generally faithful to the jagged character of the fifteenth-century Germanic model. The uppercase letters, however, are independent creations which tend toward gothicised versions of the erect, inscriptive forms of Roman epigraphy. One unusual feature is the deformed uppercase H designed with a shorter stem on the right than the left. [44]

An English illustrator, type designer, engraver, and sculptor, Eric Gill (1882–1940) had engraved a number of titles and initials for the Cranach-Presse, before illustrating the Canticum canticorum Salomonis, printed

43. Virgil. Eclogae. Trans. by Rudolf Alexander Schröder. Weimar: Cranach-Presse, 1926. Illustrations by Aristide Maillol; title and initial letters design by Eric Gill; initial letter ornaments design by Aristide Maillol; roman type design by Emery Walker; italic type design by Edward Johnston; book design by Harry Kessler. No. 155 of 250. 32.5 x 24 cm.
anque humo habitare caes et figure cervos, haec damnum quem vendi compellere habet
carnem una an olio mutante Pata caninae.
Pot paulo columnas ex commodis planis
axiatur. Pot nunc ex omnibus magistreos,
raec re pannat calcem trivio labellas
hoc exadum ut scire, quod non factum Amynacel
est multis deparsing septem compacta cicata
futurum. Dant exinde multis quosque olim
eos duos monstrans nunc liber et ulla secundum.
Dant Damascem, animam redamus Amynacel,
practeens duce est in tata multi valle repeni
caprile, quos quam maxime salubris alio-
bus ex secante ovo alioque, quos ne serve,
sum pedens me aest dubius Thymiopis auta
et facti, quasam soluta tib quarta nostri
hui, adeo a homine poe; r. Ilia phana-
exeris firmum omniub coelibus tibi candido. Nosi,
pallens nocere et somno paginos cappens,
ranreeus et fluvium saepe brev obviam anabat
turn ex quo alio ac anterum omnibus herbas

Kessler: The Cranach-Presse
DIE TRAGISCHE GESCHICHTE VON

Zur grauenheit zwinge treue liebe euch,
Sühne fraget es an, und ablenkt euch ab euch.
Es were euch gott ermuert!
König Was soll ich tun!

Ham. Durchaus niemand, was ich euch heute sehe:
Lief der gedrungen klingt euch in ihn;
Von meinem horden, in die waren euch
Mehrwillage horden, euch in meinen warnen,
Und fur die paar verhüllte laden, ein zupfen
In meinen laden mit verhüllten laden,
Bremt diesen garten handel an den tag.
Dass ich in keiner wahren stellen bin,
Nur dass aus frei. Wer wirt, Ihr lady's die wirt.
Dass welche klingen, eben, brauch sind kling.
Verbessern sein kender, einen wohlt,
Se neun dinge wollen; wir tun das!

Netto, englische und verhüllte laden,
Lust auf dem dazu den karten ab, liest
Die vogel fliegen, und wie jeert alte,
Küst je zu hoch, von jeher zeugh westlich,
Und treibt euch sicher dein bals.

König Bin du geübt, wenn war dein und,
Und am leben sie, hab ich keine leben,
Das namen, was der nicht grost.
Ham. Ich setz nach England, wie dicht du!
Nun siehst man so recht, meine abgelehnter.
Du best, dass ich in meiner naste,
in 1931. The softly rounded figures modeled in shallow spaces are characteristic of Gill’s lyrical compositions, the negative shading along the contours of the forms creating an eerie atmosphere. The wood engravings are printed with two colors: black over a creamy, almost imperceptible off-white. The light coloring was probably intended to both add some warmth to the metallic rendering of the engravings, as well as glaze the paper to provide a smooth saturated surface for the black. A comparison with the black-only impression in the specimen reveals that, without the underglazing, the black ink is absorbed into the paper resulting in a grey, lifeless image. The sharp contrast of these dark illustrations is critical to this exotic, and oftentimes erotic rendering of the text. Consistent with the other Cranach-Presse books, the relationship of image to text is designed to supplant a benign “picturing” of the narrative with images that tend more to confront than interpret the text in a continuing tension-filled visual dialogue. [45, 46]


45. Canticum canticorum Salomonis. Weimar: Cranach-Presse, 1931. Illustrations and initials designed by Eric Gill; roman type design by Emery Walker; italic type design by Edward Johnston; book design by Harry Kessler. No. 117 of 200. 26.1 × 13.6 cm.

46. Canticum canticorum Salomonis. [Specimen page.] Weimar: Cranach-Presse, 1931. Illustration and initials designed by Eric Gill; type design by Emery Walker; page design by Harry Kessler. Not published as presented. 25.5 × 12.8 cm.
QUOD EST SALOMONIS
SPONSA
SCELEITUR ME
OECLEO ORIS SUH
QUA MELIORA SUNT
LIBERA TUA VINO
RAGRANTIA
UNGENTIS OPTIMIS.
Oleum effusum nomen tuum:
ideo adolescentiae dixerunt te.
Traxer me, posuit te carenum
in odorum unguentorum tuorum.
Introduxit me rex in celana sua;
exaltabam et laetabamur in te,
memores solum tuorum super vinum.
Recti diligunt te.

NIGRA sum, sed formosa,
Niliae Jerusalem,
scut tabernacula Cedari,
scut pelles Salomeos.
Noti me considerare quod fuscum,
quid decoloravist me sol.
Filus mater meae pugnaverunt contra me;
pusserunt me cancem in vones,
vinam meam non custodivi.
Indica meh, quem uigist anima mea,
ubis pascas, ubis cubicus in mendis.
SCATTURA TUA ASSISTENS EST PALMÆ
et ubera tua botris.
Descendam in palmam,
et apprehendaris fructum ejus;
et erunt ubera tua sicut botri vinae,
et odor etsi sicut malorum.
SPONSA

Veni, dilecte me, elegantiam in agrum,
commorerae in vili;
Mane surgamus ad vinitu;
videamus si floriat vinea,
si flores fructus parturiant,
si florum sunt mala persica;
ili dabo tibi ubera mea.
Mane dabo tibi ubera mea,
Mandragora de denuo odore ius.
In portis nostros semina semina
nova et vetera, dilecte mi, servavi tibi.
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Some Books on Printing and Design
Introduction

The materials which follow were used by printers to understand and solve routine problems of printing and design. These include technical manuals, specimens of type designs, design idea books, and runs of trade journals. Many of the books illustrate specific processes, and a number reflect alternative solutions to the special design and production problems in children's literature and books on art and photography. Ephemera, such as automobile brochures and travel promotions, were consulted for current ideas on the treatment of specific advertising topics.

Selected with an eye to the richness and diversity of the commercial printer's world, there are practical books such as Alois Senefelder's historic Complete Course of Lithography, and somewhat less practical books such as the delightful Achievement in Photo-Engraving with its pages of candy wrappers. A few finely printed books are here as well, including Giambattista Bodoni's handsome Manuale tipografico and Owen Jones's brilliant, full-color Illuminated Books of the Middle Ages.

Most of these books would no longer be useful in a printing shop today. Their interest now lies in their documentation of the history of a complex and rapidly changing technology as well as in their ability to suggest the mood and feel of an earlier time.
Letterpress Printing

The books shown thus far were printed, with one exception, by a technique called letterpress, which remained unchanged from Gutenberg until the mid-nineteenth century. It is called letterpress because it is primarily used for printing text. The process consists of essentially three steps: first the type, pieces of metal about one inch long with raised letters on the end (similar in appearance to the letters on the ends of typewriter keys), is arranged in rectangular frames with the letters up; next, the ink is applied to the raised surfaces of the letters; and last, a sheet of paper is laid over the type and pressure is applied with a press to force the paper into contact with the type, transferring the ink to the paper.

A thorough account of letterpress techniques and equipment is contained in John Johnson’s *Typographia, or, the Printers’ Instructor*, published in 1824. Johnson (1777–1848), an English printer who headed his own press, set aside the first of his two-volume *Typographia* for a general history of printing. In it he discusses the Chinese origins of printing, as well as Gutenberg and the spread of printing through the Low Countries and England. [47] The second volume includes a survey of contemporary printing equipment and practices along with an extensive illustrated discussion of Oriental alphabets and a printer’s glossary. Johnson devotes a portion of the volume to a review of recent advances in press design and construction. One of the major improvements of the time was the use of iron in place of wood for the major structural elements of the press, and one of the most popular of the new iron presses was
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designed by an American, George Clymer (1754–1834). Clymer’s Columbian Press, with an ingenious counter-balanced lever assembly, could exert many times more pressure than a wooden press and thus give clearer impressions with much less effort. Johnson apparently favored this press above the others he studied—he purchased two Columbians for his shop, eventually using them to print the work shown here. [48]

The basic principle behind letterpress printing is used in inkless stamping or embossing. The technique is essential in creating texts for the blind, one of seventeen hundred topics arranged alphabetically in


the *American Encyclopaedia of Printing*. Printed in 1871, the *Encyclopaedia* was edited by J. Luther Ringwalt from an English compendium. Ringwalt and his wife, however, contributed numerous additions and solicited the help of experts for other entries as well. One of these, a Philadelphia publisher and printer of a magazine for the sightless, wrote “Printing for the Blind.” After presenting an historical background, the article discusses contemporary methods of printing for the blind, a matter of some controversy. The author, who has little use for the Braille method, classifying it as “arbitrary,” advocates “alphabetical” systems and has included an embossed sample of his “Kneass’ Improved Combined.” [49]

Letterpress today has virtually ceased as a commercially viable method of printing. However, it persists as the dominant medium for most finely printed books. *La typographie* (1930), written by the French author and bibliophile Marcel Valotaire (b. 1889), is designed to extol and explain the virtues of letterpress. In a step-by-step tour of the process, this work provides a lucid literary and visual explanation of the technique. *La typographie* is itself a work of fine printing, published by a Frenchman who specialized in letterpress, particularly books illustrated with artists’ original prints. It is opened to the last of four pages of type specimens on the left, and an enlargement of a single piece of type on the right. The accompanying glassine overlay carries descriptive terminology. [50]

Type Specimens

Since the end of the fifteenth century typefounders, craftsmen who specialize in the design and manufacture of type, have advertised their wares in type specimens. These began as single sheets and later were expanded into books containing impressions of the styles and sizes of types offered by a typefounder. The specimens are generally arranged to display the types available with either a few lines or an entire page of text set in each example to demonstrate how the type would appear when used in a book.

William Caslon (1754–1833) was the third in a line of England’s most prominent family of typefounders. Begun by his grandfather in the first quarter of the eighteenth century, the Caslon typefoundry quickly became known for the quality and variety of its typefaces, including Oriental fonts. Each successive generation left its mark, and William Caslon III, the first to be called “Letter-Founder to His Majesty” took a special interest in ornaments. His enthusiasm for “typographical embellishments” shows in this Specimen of Printing Types published in 1785. [51] The opposite page carries a number of the Caslon Oriental alphabets along with Caslon Black Letter, the type which Pickering and Whittingham had recast for their 1844 Book of Common Prayer. [7]

The unique character of the work of Giambattista Bodoni was in large part

51. William Caslon III. A Specimen of Printing Types. [London:] William Caslon III, 1785. 42.1 × 26 cm.
Quousque tandem abutère, Catilina, patientià nostrà? quandiu etiam furor iste tuus nos eluet? quem ad finem sese effrenata jactabis audacia? nihil te nocturnum presidium Palatii, nihil urbis vigiles, nihil timor populi, nihil concursus bonorum omnium, nihil hie munitissimus habendi senatus locus, nihil horum ora vul-

MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO
ORATOR ATQUE PHILOSOPHUS.
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due to his genius as a type designer. Bodoni planned to celebrate his achievement in a huge two-volume collection of specimens which was halted by his death in 1813. Bodoni’s widow completed the project five years later, one of the most sumptuous type specimens ever published, containing over two hundred, fifty typefaces and a thousand borders and ornaments. The first volume is devoted to Bodoni’s roman and italic faces, the second to foreign alphabets, ornaments, and signs. [52, 53] Bodoni acquired his knowledge of Oriental alphabets while training as a type engraver in the papal missionary center, the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide. The Vatican Congregatio

52,53. Giambattista Bodoni. Manuale tipografico. Parma: Presso La Vedova, 1818. 32.6 × 22.5 cm.


LE QUINZE.

Cette épitre se trouve en tête de mon édition in-folio des œuvres de Boeck, en deux volumes, tirée seulement à 155 exemplaires, dont Sa Majesté a daigné agréer la dédicace.

AU ROI.

SIRE,

D’un monarque guerrier, l’un de tes fiers âgeux,
Despréaux a chanté le courage indomptable,
La marche menaçante et le choc redoutable,
Les assauts, les combats, et les faits merveilleux.
Louis, applaudis-toi d’un plus heureux partage.
Plus beau, plus fortuné, toujours cher à la paix,
Ton règne ami des lois doit briller d’âge en âge;
Tous nos droits affirmés signalent tes bienfaits.
Le ciel t’a confié les destins de la France:
Qu’il exauce nos vœux, qu’il veille sur tes jours!
De ta carrière auguste exempte de souffrance
Que sa bonté pour nous prolonge l’heureux cours!
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housed a printing office which was the source of Bibles and other religious texts in native languages used by Catholic missionaries.

Pierre Didot (1761–1853), representing the third generation in the leading type-founding family of France, took over the firm in 1789. Didot was a demanding and meticulous craftsman. He wrote in the introduction to *Specimen des nouveaux caractères* (1819) of how he hoped to bring his types "to perfection," making sure that his "directions . . . [were] carried out with the utmost fidelity, as well as all ideas for improvements, sometimes resulting in the same font being cut three and four times over again." Didot also believed that the common practice of identifying different sizes of type with names was needlessly confusing. He was among the first to attempt to clarify matters by devising a standard numbering system to give the sizes of his types. Didot's method, used in this specimen book, is still followed today. [54]
Frederic W. Goudy was a leading participant in the typographic renaissance at the turn of the century, and he became one of this nation’s most prolific free-lance type designers. Through his work as an author, Goudy argued tirelessly for the adoption of high standards by the American printing industry.

Goudy designed over one hundred typefaces, several of which remain in use today. Most of his work was sold to typefounders who, by the beginning of the twentieth century, were turning increasingly to independent designers for fresh ideas. The use of contemporary designers stemmed from an interest in quality typography stimulated by the modern fine printing movement, of which Goudy’s Village Press was a leading example. One of Goudy’s first and largest customers was the American Type Founders Company, which devoted an entire specimen book to a selection of Goudy types. [55] Another client was the Lanston Monotype Machine Company which developed typefaces exclusively for its machines, including designs by Goudy. [56] The Lanston Company employed Goudy’s talents in other ways as well: first, as Art Director from 1920 to 1939, and then as Typographic Counsel.

Nearly all of Goudy’s typographic designs were collected in his Half Century of Type Design and Typography printed in two


Goudy · Type Design

Goudy Text and Lombardic Capitals

Lombardic Capitals

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

Characters in Font

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Metal types to bring about the Art of Printing Books. As to the individual who invented the art, whether Gutenberg, or Coerius, or Waldsper, or Casal, or Feller, may never certainly be known. To discuss the question of the invention at this time is a subject too remote beyond the scope of this book.

Typography to be good must be most thoughtful, its beauty organic—a development of its construction and not merely the result of adventitious aids. It is Simplicity Combined with Character and the dignity which comes of these.

We Should Remember that All writing, and in turn all lettering

Lanston Monotype Faces

Modern Print compares with that often

Jost and Schoeffer made it possible thru

Any Craftsman

The earliest example of printing from movable types is supposed to be the thirty-one-line indulgence of Nicholas IV, printed in Rome, in 1475, a copy of which is preserved at the Hague, which is the earliest printed document to bear an indelible date. The first books were printed in Latin letter, a Gothic development of the ancient Roman character.

The bible referred to by Zell was printed in letters which are an exact imitation of the formal ecclesiastical writing of the time. This book unfortunately bears no date.
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volumes in 1946. The set includes reproductions of his types beginning with his earliest fonts—such as this design for the Pabst Brewing Company—which were created for firms in the Chicago area, where Goudy began his career. [57] Many of Goudy's designs were based on a lively historical curiosity which often turned in unexpected ways. One unusual project was his study of ampersands, partially represented here. [58]

Goudy's leadership in promoting fine typography was not confined to his role as a craftsman. He was the author or editor of more than twenty publications and wrote some thirty-five articles. *Ars Typographica*, "an occasional miscellany of the printing art" founded in 1918 and edited by Goudy, covered all aspects of the graphic arts. An

inexpensively produced periodical, it was intended to advance quality design and printing through its example as well as its content:

A book need not be badly printed in order to bring it within reasonable cost of manufacture. Even cheap paper, inexpensive inks, mechanical composition, do not preclude the well-designed page or good type design, since they cost no more than bad, and the difference in effect is out of all proportion to any slight difference in cost that their use and a little more care and thought might involve. [59]

One of Goudy’s most instructive books is his *Typologia*, published in 1940. Partially a collection of unpublished essays, the book


TYPOLOGIA

I find it is well to lay them aside for a few days and then go over them again with a fresh eye; minor discrepancies overlooked in the glow of creation show up plainly now and are easily rectified. But I do not think a design should be gone over again and again, as this tends to tighten and stiffen it, to kill the spontaneity of handling that is so desirable. To do this par-

pdddd
d

cular design as well as I can at the moment and to do the next one better, if possible, has been my rule for years.

No rule can be given for determining the relative weights of stem, baseline, or serif, nor for the relative height of 'middles' and "ascenders"—they are interdependent, although these items may be indicated somewhat by the intended use of the face. It is difficult also to visualize a type design as type from a large drawing. In my own work I usually have in mind in general the character and weight I wish to produce, and I

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

have so many drawings* in the same scale on hand that have actually been made into type that it is a simple matter to say roughly "a shade heavier in stem than some one of these, or with hairlines lighter, or serifs stronger, or the bowls rounder, or more oval, or the general effect more condensed or blacker or lighter," and with the dimensions of these drawings already exhibited in types made from them I begin with certain things already pretty well established. It is then that drawing begins.

Capitals must not be unnecessarily self-assertive, or they will "spot" the page. A little difference in width of stem—a difference that may be measured only by a micrometer microscope in the type itself—will change the color of a printed page, and I am of the opinion that the wished-for weight is

* These words were inserted before the destruction by fire of my entire plant and equipment on January 16, 1939.

VILLAGE NO. 2, AND GOTHIC, ILLUSTRATING DIFFERENCES IN UPLIFT, SPIRES, STANCER, AND BOWLS.

PLATE 60
includes discussions of the "Invention of Typography," "The First Types," "Legibility," and "Fine Printing." The central concerns of *Typologia*, however, are the aesthetic issues and mechanical limitations facing a type designer. These are presented in language free of technical jargon accessible to anyone interested in learning how printing type is designed and produced. [60]
Color Printing • Letterpress & Stencil

Color printing was produced on a limited basis from the fifteenth to the early nineteenth centuries when attempts at significantly expanding and refining the process began to occur. The underlying principle which remained the same throughout this period was simple. Images were made up of ‘local’ colors so that, in a hypothetical picture, for a leaf a green ink is used, for the sky a blue, for a flower a yellow, and so on. Consequently, in a complicated image of twenty or thirty colors an equal number of inks had to be mixed, and often an equal number of printing blocks prepared to apply the ink.

Seeking to improve this process, William Savage summarized the results of several years of experimentation in his Practical Hints on Decorative Printing, which he advertised as

... a PRACTICAL WORK, addressed to the PROFESSED PRINTER—it will contain Instructions for forming the finest Black and Coloured Inks, embellished with numerous Engravings on Wood by the first Artists; to serve not only as Specimens of the Different Inks, but also as Specimens of Ornamental Printing.

A one-time superintendent of the printing office of England’s Royal Institution, Savage (1770–1843) completed Practical Hints in 1823, after seven years of intense labor and crippling expenses. Based on tests in the formulation and manufacture of printing inks, Savage’s work is most useful for its chapters “On Printing Materials,” “Presswork,” and “On Printing in Colours.” Along with several pages of color ink
samples are specimens of color printing, including “Ode to Mercy,” shown here. The image was printed with thirty hues applied by twenty-nine wood printing blocks. [61]


Four-Color Process

This section of engaging is based upon the principle that all objects composed of the three primary colors, yellow, magenta, and black, can be reproduced by combination of yellow, magenta, and blue. Combining yellow and blue in any desired proportion produces green, which can be used as one of the four plates and black is used to provide the dark areas. The combination of yellow and blue will subtract all the ink except that absorbed by the paper, just as the eye subtracts all the colors except the desired one. The colors of the plates can be controlled by filters, which are placed over the lenses of the camera to control the amount of light and ink. Thus, each plate contains only the color absorbed by the paper, and the colors are reproduced in such a way that they will combine on the paper to form the desired image. The combination of all three primary colors and black provides the means of producing the desired image. The color of the final image is determined by the intensity of the ink absorbed by the paper, and the intensity can be controlled by adjusting the amount of ink on the plate.
German engraver and illustrator who emigrated to America, demonstrated his color technique by printing a color illustration along with a separate impression of each of the five colors used in the completed image. Shown here, the colors were printed one by one, beginning with the upper left-hand corner of the left page and moving left to right, top to bottom, the color at the top of the right-hand page added last. [62] This approach, however, required enormous labor, particularly in elaborate productions such as Savage’s “Ode”; as the cost of labor increased the process was rendered useless for commercial purposes.

The dominant commercial color printing method today came out of a series of developments which began in the late nineteenth century. It is based on photomechanical separations of colors usually printed in four hues. But these are not printed in solid tones such as found in the work of Savage and Mueller, and are seldom ‘local.’ Rather, the colors, usually variations on the three primary hues (red, yellow, blue) plus black, are printed in patterns of tiny dots arranged to blend optically, creating the appearance of a full spectrum of colors. In the image described earlier, the sky would be printed with blue ink and the balloon with yellow ink; but the leaf would be printed with a combination of yellow and blue dots which, at normal viewing distance, would blend to give the impression of a green, thereby eliminating one color and one printing block required to print it. A two-page exhibit from The Advertising and Publishing Production Yearbook, issued in 1937 and intended as a guide to the latest techniques and services available in the printing industry, demonstrates this color process.

Pour pocher on commence en bas du pochoir près de la main gauche A, on glisse le pompon de A à B en montant autant de fois qu'il est nécessaire pour emplir la partie à colorier. — Observations : Bien voir avant de brosset qu'il n'y ait pas de soies qui dépassent du pompon, les enlever avant. Pour éviter cet inconvénient, il est nécessaire de faire tremper le pompon par les cordes dans un verre dans lequel on mettra de l'eau jusqu'aux soies, et pour la brosse dans un récipient assez haut pour la tremper par le manche et toute la virole jusqu'aux soies (5 minutes suffisent).
The left-hand page shows a four-color illustration printed in the same way as most current news magazines and periodicals, but enlarged several times to show the color dot patterns. The facing page shows separations of the four colors used to print the illustration in the left column, and how the illustration looked after each successive hue was added in the right column. The text gives a detailed explanation of the process. [63]

Jean Saudé’s *Traité d’enluminure d’art au pochoir*, printed in 1925, outlines the stencil method for creating multiple color images. Based on a centuries-old method for coloring fabrics, the technique requires cutting stencils out of heavy, coated papers—one for each color—through which the ink is daubed or brushed. In a series of fourteen steps, Saudé demonstrated the basic technique as well as some special variations. [64] Saudé also included over twenty color plates illustrating the special thickness and corresponding opacity of the ink which can be achieved by this method. [65] Since the Second World War this process has become important in the printing of a number of commercial products ranging from decals to t-shirts. Now called serigraphy, or silk-screen, because the stencils are attached to silk-like meshes through which the ink is squeegeed, the process has also come to be used in the way Saudé envisioned: as a printing technique for the work of many contemporary artists.

Color Printing • Lithography

Lithography, which had a significant impact on the development of nineteenth century color printing and illustration, was invented in 1798 by Alois Senefelder. An aspiring but not altogether successful German playwright, Senefelder (1771–1834) set out to invent a simplified process, relatively unencumbered by equipment, to print his work. Senefelder’s discovery is based on the chemical resistance of oil to water: first one marks a specially prepared stone slab with a greasy crayon or ink to create the design to be printed; then the stone is chemically treated to fix the image to the stone and sensitize the unmarked or ‘negative’ areas to maintain a film of water; next the stone is dampened, holding moisture in the ‘negative’ areas; ink is then rolled over the stone sticking to the receptive ‘positive’ areas and resisted by the dampened ‘negative’ areas; last, a sheet of paper is laid over the stone and the two are cranked through a press to transfer, under pressure, the ink to the sheet. The illustration, printed by this method, shows one of three different types of manual lithographic presses pictured in Senefelder’s Complete Course of Lithography. Published in 1819, it is an authorized translation of Senefelder’s two-part historical account and technical explanation of his invention. [66].

Owen Jones (1809–1874), an architect and student of architectural ornament, could not locate a firm willing or able to print an edition of his large, intricately detailed and colored drawings. Jones found

in Senefelder’s process the capacity to produce the images he envisioned by making drawings directly on the stone. As a result, Jones set up a shop where he adapted the lithographic technique to produce elaborate color or chromolithographs pulled from his own renderings. *The Illuminated Books of the Middle Ages* (1849), which is characteristic of the fine printing and luscious color of Jones’s work, was a collaborative effort with another major figure in English color printing, Henry Noel Humphreys (1810–1879), who wrote the text. The initial and ornament on the left and illuminated page on the right were both copied by Jones from a fifteenth-century psalter and, like the other illustrations in this edition, printed actual-size. Jones’s color method, based on ‘local’ color, required dozens of lithographic stones to create each image. This approach was abandoned by commercial printers in favor of the four-color separation method and not revived until the late 1950s as a medium for printing contemporary art, and then, on a vastly reduced scale. [67]

The Darmstädtler Pessach Haggadah, printed in 1928, is a facsimile reproduction based on essentially the same process as Jones’s *Illuminated Books*. While Jones had to prepare a separate stone for each color, the plates for the *Haggadah* were produced photomechanically by a variation of the four-color separation method. The combination of the four-color technique with the capacity for detailed reproduction of the lithographic process enabled the printers to achieve an accurate reproduction of the manuscript. The fac-

simile is so faithful that even the imperfections of the fifteenth-century original have been preserved. [68]

A display of technical bravura, the *Darmstädter Haggadah* also represents commercially viable photolithographic techniques used to produce most color printing today—from cereal boxes to fine art reproductions.

For the illustrator the problem of color printing is one of understanding the possibilities and limitations of the processes available. In addition, a knowledge of theories about the physical properties of light and color can be useful, whether to capture effects from nature, or to create eye-catching advertisements. Rudolph Ruzicka was an illustrator who, specializing in color work, expanded his professional interest in the subject to include studies of the history and theory of color in printing.

Ruzicka (1883–1978), born in Czechoslovakia, studied art and design at the Art Institute of Chicago and wood engraving on his own, before settling on the East Coast where he illustrated books for the Merrymount Press among others. Ruzicka’s historical interest in color was evident as early as 1915, the year New York was published with his color wood engravings. [69] The foreword by him, titled “A Note on the Historical Development of Colour Printing from Wood Engravings,” traces the evolution of color printing from Gutenberg to the exposition of the “Société de la Gravure sur Bois Originale” (1912) which contained samples of Ruzicka’s work. The il-


70. Christmas card for Neva and Guy Littell. [Artist’s proof “for imposition of type.”] [n.p.:] Neva and Guy Littell, 1933. Illustration by Rudolph Ruzicka. 20.5 × 15 cm.
Illustrations for *New York* demonstrate both Ruzicka's command of color and his style, which tends toward subtle manipulations of closely related pastel hues. [70, 71, 72]

Ruzicka's extensive knowledge of color was employed in the three-volume series *Monographs on Color*, published for printers and designers in 1935. As designer and illustrator for the project, Ruzicka translated theoretical discussions of color phenomena into visual images. The second volume, *Color as Light*, is opened to a section explaining why the sky appears blue and how the same phenomenon causes distant mountains to take on a bluish cast. [73] Ruzicka was familiar with this effect, called "atmospheric perspective," and used it to suggest the distance of an object in a landscape such as the large building in the background of the illustration shown in *New York*. In a suite of miniatures at the conclusion of the third volume—*Color in Use*—Ruzicka illustrated a multiplicity of color relationships and the possible alternatives, opportunities, and pitfalls which can come from working with color. [74]


73,74. *A Series of Monographs on Color: Color Chemistry; Color as Light; Color in Use*. New York: The International Printing Ink Corporation, 1935. Illustrations and book design by Rudolph Ruzicka. 28.5 × 22.1 cm.
Although all electromagnetic waves travel at the same velocity in a vacuum or as free space, their velocity through transparent materials depends on some extent upon the wave length. This means that the refractive index of a substance depends upon the wave length of the light. The values in the table on page 16 indicate according to custom, that yellow light whose wave length is 546 millimicrons, refractive indices are almost invariably higher for violet light than for red light, and vary continuously throughout the spectrum. Advantage is taken of this phenomenon for the dispersion of light into a spectrum by means of a prism, as illustrated on this page. Since the refractive index of glass is higher for violet light than for other components of the spectrum, violet light is deviated most and red light least.

If the light from some common source as the sun, the sky, or a tungsten lamp is passed through a prism, the spectrum in each case has the same appearance. On critical examination, it may be noticed that, in comparison with the spectrum of sunlight, the spectrum of the light from the sky has relatively more intensity at the violet end and less at the red end. On the other hand, the spectrum of light from a tungsten lamp has relatively more intensity at the red end and less at the violet end. A quantitative expression for the intensity at each point in a spectrum is obtained by placing a sensitive thermometer of special design at various positions along the spectrum and noting the temperature rise. By standard calibration of the thermometer, the results can be expressed in terms of the amount of energy concentrated at each wave length by any particular source. Typical results for three sources of light that are of special importance in connection with the phenomena of color are shown below. It will be noticed that these curves substantiate our qualitative observations.

Since sky light is merely reflected sunlight, it may be wondered why it is so much bluer in color. An explanation of the cause of the blue appearance of the sky can be had from the diagram at the bottom of the page. When a beam of sunlight enters the atmosphere of the earth, it encounters innumerable particles of dust and water vapor suspended therein. These particles are large in comparison with the short waves of blue and violet light but are much smaller in comparison with the longer waves of yellow, orange, and red light. As a consequence, the short waves of blue and violet light are obstructed and scattered by the particles, while the longer waves of green, yellow, and red light are progressively less affected. The diagram illustrates the situation when it is approximately two o'clock in the afternoon at New York and seven o'clock in the evening at London, where the sun is just setting. An observer at New York, or looking at the sky, sees principally the scattered blue light. An observer at London, on the other hand, receives sunlight from which most of the blue end of the spectrum has been removed by the scattering process. As the sun sets, the rays traverse more and more of the atmosphere, and the color of the sunlight changes progressively from yellow through orange to red because of the ultimate elimination of all but the longer visible rays.

The selective scattering by fine particles in the atmosphere accounts also for the blue appearance of a distant mountain. The light reflected by the mountain must pass through many miles of atmosphere on its way to the observer. This intervening atmosphere contains small particles which are intensely illuminated by direct sunlight. These particles scatter blue light in the direction of the observer more strongly than light of longer wave lengths, interposing a veil of "blue sky" as it were, between the observer and the mountain.
Ruzicka • Color Illustration

PLATE 74

9. Neutral grays create a monochrome of three blues. The gray tone yellowish by simul- 
  taneous contrast with different color contrasts between the black and white tones and the blues. 10. Three 
  tints of yellow-red with blue, the complemen-
  tary hue. Note the difference in intensity.

11. A wide range in yellow-red. Buff, orange and 
  brown are all yellow-reds of different values and 
  chromas. 12. Yellow-red at high value and strong 
  chroma offers a background of great power with 
  black. See sketch A.

13. A series of neighboring blues, with an approxi-
  mate complementary hue and various color accents. 
14. A number of "brownish" and "grayish" selected from 
  a segment of the hue circle extending from red to 
  yellow. Illustration to show the same design in cool 
  colors.

15. Like gold, yellow-red provides comparative 
  backgrounds for almost all colors. 16. Blues appear 
  cool and yellow-red warm; either may be made to 
  recede or advance by the arrangement of a design.
Journals for the Trade

The growth of the printing industry in the nineteenth century was accompanied by a proliferation of trade magazines and brochures. Primarily designed to advertise printing equipment and supplies, these publications were also instrumental in disseminating new trends in graphic design.

Beginning in 1885, The American Printer & Bookmaker ran articles such as "Printing for Profit" and "News of the Trade." The magazine also carried hundreds of ads for presses, paper trimmers, types, and inks, the designs for which were largely stiff and unimaginative. An exception was the series of art nouveau advertisements for Ault and Wiborg inks, such as this one published in 1900, which were commissioned to attract attention to its products through advertisements of startling design. [75]

Will Bradley (1868–1962), the designer of the advertisement, began his career in Chicago, with his first recognition coming from magazine covers he created in 1890 for The Inland Printer and Harper's Weekly. Largely self-taught, Bradley studied the art nouveau styles of England and France, particularly the work of a number of artist-designers including William Morris, Aubrey Beardsley, and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. Bradley digested these styles and transformed them into a personal approach typified by shallow compositions drawn
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with bold outlines and flat colors. His growing reputation attracted the attention of the American Type Founders Company, which asked Bradley to write and design a series of booklets as promotions for ATF’s line of typographic supplies. The immensely successful *American Chap-Book*, published from 1904 through 1905, was the result. It influenced more than a generation of American designers by its use of repeated typographic ornaments to build designs and patterns. Each issue contained a short essay on a design problem ranging from ad layouts to business cards, and was illustrated with a sequence of examples. The issue on “Making Booklets” takes itself as the subject and includes a few tiny pamphlets tipped in. [76] Another issue shows the use of ATF ornaments to create cover designs, listing order numbers and prices at the bottom of the page. [77]

Sources of design ideas for printers grew with the industry in the first quarter of this century. *Westvaco Inspirations for Printers*, for example, which began about 1925, was published by the West Virginia Pulp & Paper Company to promote its Westvaco Mill brand of papers. *Inspirations* was filled with brief pointers for printers, such as the two-page spread shown here from a 1927 issue. [78] Another periodical which often devoted entire issues to a single design topic was the Leipzig *Offset Buch und Werbekunst*. It was established in 1924 to promote a high-speed lithographic pro-


CONTRASTING LAYOUTS OF SIMPLICITY

AND DETAIL

of some samples coupled with attractive composition. The

Norton Beautiful Radiator advertisement, on the other hand, shows

two how it runs into the wall, how that is applied to the room,

and how space and form to the room are not distorted

One or a dozen may appear in a single layout. Both methods

are strong, both have their permanent place in the advertising art.
cess for use in the book and advertising arts. This 1927 issue is devoted almost entirely to a survey of contemporary illustrated children’s books. [79]

William Addison Dwiggins, one of America’s most original and productive designers, was active in all areas of printing. His work included illustration, calligraphy, and the design of typefaces as well as books.

After studying with Frederic W. Goudy in Chicago, Dwiggins (1880–1956) moved to Massachusetts where he settled as a freelance designer in 1904. His earliest designing often involved magazine advertisements, formats, and mastheads for periodicals such as Atlantic and Life. The creation of logos was also part of Dwiggins’s commercial work. His best-known design is the trademark for General Motors Corporation, still used today largely unchanged.

Dwiggins’s illustrations reveal Will Bradley’s influence, particularly the latter’s use of heavy black outlines and repeated typographic ornaments. Dwiggins’s drawings for Marco Polo (1933) combine the use of sharp black and white contrasts in pictures bracketed by decorative borders. Characteristic of Dwiggins’s style, the borders, appearing to be made up of individual typographic ornaments, are actually part of the illustration. [80]

The design of Dwiggins’s title pages for The Time Machine (1931) is an intricate


PALACE OF THE GREAT KHAN AT

level, and paved, no mud collects upon them
nor rain-water settles, but on the contrary runs
off, and contributes to improve the vegetation.
Within these walls, which constitute the
boundary of four miles, stands the palace of the
Great Khan, the most extensive that has ever
yet been known. It reaches from the northern
to the southern wall, leaving only a vacant
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court, where persons of rank and the military
guards pass and repass. It has no upper floor,
but the roof is very lofty. The paved founda-
tion or platform on which it stands is raised ten
spans above the level of the ground, and a wall
of marble, two paces wide, is built on all sides.
This wall serves as a terrace, where those who
walk on it are visible from without. Along the
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PLATE 80
The AN INVENTION

Time Machine

With a preface by the Author written for this edition; and designs by W. A. Dwiggins

H. G. WELLS

RANDOM HOUSE New York

1931
Gulliver

East of Van Diemen's Land, I discovered nothing all that Day; but upon the next, about three in the Afternoon, when I had by my Computation made Twenty-four Leagues from Blefuscu, I descried a Sail steering to the South-East, my Course was due East I hailed her, but could get no Answer; yet I found I gained upon her, for the Wind slackened. I made all the Sail I could, and in half an Hour she spied me, then hanged out her Antient, and discharged a Gun. It is not easy to express the Joy I was in upon the unexpected Hope of once more seeing my beloved Country, and the dear Hedges I had left in it. The Ship slackened her Sails, and I came up with her between five and six in the Evening, September 16; but my Heart kept within me to see her English Colours. I put my Cows and Sheep into my Coat-Pockets, and got on board with all my little Cargoes of Provisions. The Vessel was an English Merchant-man, returning from Japan by the North and South Seas; the Captain, Mr. John Biddel of Daytoe, a very civil Man, and an excellent Sailor. We were now in the Latitude of 30 Degrees South, there were about fifty Men in the Ship; and here I met an old Comrade of mine, one Peter Williams, who gave me a good Character to the Captain. This Gentleman treated me with Kindness, and desired I would let him know what Place I came from last, and whither I was bound; which I did in few Words, but he thought I was raving, and that the Danger I undervest had disturbed my Head; whereupon I took my black Cattle and Sheep out of my Pocket, which, after great Astonishment, clearly convinced him of my Veracity. I then showed him the Gold given me by the Emperor of Blefuscu, together with his Majesty's Picture at full Length, and some other Rarities of that Country. I gave him two Purses of two Hundred Spences each, and promised, when we arrived in England, to make him a Present of a Cow and a Sheep big with Young.

I shall not trouble the Reader with a particular Account of this Voyage, which was very prosperous for the most Part. We arrived in the Downs on the 15th of April 1722. I had only one Misfortune, that the Rats on board carried away one of my Sheep. I found her Bones in a Hole, picked clean from the Flesh. The rest of my Cattle I got safe on Shore, and set
combination of his calligraphic decorations contained within bold geometric frames. Seemingly mirror images of one another, each of these is unique, relying on repetitions of selected elements to build an almost perfect symmetry. [81]

Dwiggins's preference for balanced design was expressed in a more subtle way in the format for *Gulliver's Travels*. Rather than have his illustrations span facing pages as in *Marco Polo* and *The Time Machine*, Dwiggins placed the illustrations on one page and matched their height and width to that of the text on the opposite page. The internal symmetry of the illustrations is en-


forced throughout the book with vignettes at the top and bottom of each image. These same tiny landscapes are repeated with every illustration. [82]

The design of Dwiggins’s bookbinding for the *Annual of Bookmaking* (1938) is an effective projection of his decorative style into a subtle relief. The intricately embossed elements are heightened with the silver and black inks and the play of the large and small shapes of the ornament against the background of the book cover. [83] The striking design of the slipcase for *Left to Their Own Devices*, produced the same year, was prompted by the special nature


85. William A. Dwiggins. *WAD to RR—a letter about designing TYPE*. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard College Library, Department of Printing and Graphic Arts, 1940. 28.7 × 22.7 cm.
alone. I have a hunch that a 'correct' formula could be worked out; because there is certainly a 'right' interval for a given weight and height of clone, varying as those dimensions vary. To find out and establish these right intervals of uniformity between occupied regions is one of the prime jobs of design: "make it uniform."

O P P O S I T E

facsimile of pencil working-drawing on thin paper.
This is the form in which the design is finally turned over to CHG.
of the book. It contains over one hundred pressmarks designed for the publisher by prominent American designers of the time. Dwiggins found it inappropriate to place one of his own distinctive marks on the cover. He solved his problem by simply labeling the slipcase with its contents, using the silk-screen technique to create the stenciled-letter effect. The result is disarming and precious, transforming the slipcase into a miniature shipping container. [84]

Dwiggins was also a designer of typefaces, including Electra, the type used in *Gulliver’s Travels*. In *WAD to RR—a letter about designing TYPE* (1940), Dwiggins described to a friend the steps in creating a type design embroidered with comments on his personal approach. Subsequent to its publication Dwiggins recalled: “Somebody [said] to me: ‘Singular book—all about making type, and yet there isn’t a bit of type used in making it’ . . . .” Reproduced photolithographically from Dwiggins’s manuscript, the book contains a facsimile of a working drawing for one of his types. [85]
Some Self-advertisements

The best work by commercial printers is often seen in publications used to promote the services of a single company and in annals celebrating the achievements of the trade. *The Annual of Advertising Art in the United States*, for instance, is a catalogue to a yearly exhibition of paintings and drawings created for advertisements. It first appeared in 1921, sponsored by The Art Directors Club, "to show forcefully that good art and good advertising are consistent and that successful advertisers are using as high a standard of art as that used in illustration or shown in the average exhibition of studio painting." Some of the illustrators and artists included in the exhibition were N. C. Wyeth, Joseph Pennell, Norman Rockwell, William A. Dwiggins, and Maxfield Parrish. [86]

The *Klimsch's Jahrbuch*, begun in 1900, is an annual of graphic arts and processes, reporting on all aspects of the trade. The issue for 1932 contains over twenty articles including a review of *Jahrbuch* title page designs for the first thirty years, an essay on map printing, notes on new type designs, and surveys of new printing equipment. One new piece of equipment was the Selectasine-Schnellpresse, a high-speed silk-screen press. In addition to the usual specifications and descriptions of special fea-


The first issued in Section III for Poster of all types including Car Cards

PLATE 86
hin und her bewegt. Genauso an dem Berührungspunkt von der auf den Druckrahmen gespannten Seide und dem Zylinder ist auf den Gleichschwingen der Wäscher fest montiert, dem von einem darüber befindlichen Tank die Farbe zugeführt wird.

Beim Druck von bewegt sich der Zylinderwickler so weit nach oben, daß die Farbe des Papiers erlassen können, gleichzeitig gleitet auch der Druckrahmen in die Höhe, wodurch der Wäscher leicht angehoben wird und nun am Ende der Seide liegt. Jetzt bewegen sich sowohl der
tures, the article includes a sample printed by the press on Japanese paper. [87]

The Biggest and Most Illuminating Exhibit of the Finest Examples of Photo-Engraving and Printing in America. . . .” With this announcement Achievement in Photo-Engraving and Letter-Press Printing was placed on sale in 1927. Estimated to be worth over seventy dollars, containing 870 pages, 645 full page illustrations, and weighing 11 pounds, the book was offered by its publisher, the American Photo-Engravers Association as an example of co-operation and an outstanding public service on the part of a Trade Association. . . . It is essentially a collective effort and a work utterly impossible as a private enterprise conducted for profit. Price $10.00 per copy.

Achievement is an amazing feat of commercial cooperation in which the hundreds of separately produced illustrations are brought together to provide a unique view of the production capacity of an entire industry, from the best to the merely curious. The volume is opened to two pages of glassine candy-wrappers which pose a problem for printers. Glassine, which is coated to resist adhesion to foods and other substances, resists ink as well, particularly on a high-speed press. [88]

The Esselte Aktiebolag, a Swedish printing conglomerate, published Grafiska Arbeten (1937) as a sampler of its diverse services, including brochures, posters, magazine ads, maps, and a sample of graph paper. Small packaging, such as the foil-lined box for “Prinz Wilhelms Kaffe-Blandning,” was a specialty of Esselte Aktiebolag. Be-
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sides printing and folding, the manufacture of the box required lamination and die cutting techniques, the combination of which has become a separate industry today. Some of the same production methods were used for the promotional prop on the preceding page, and although the subject is the same, the design of the self-supporting display suggests a different client. [89]

89. *Grafiska Arbeten*. [Stockholm:] Esselte Aktiebolag, 1937. 34 × 27.5 cm.
Advertising Brochures

The advertiser who has turned to the format of promotional brochures expects from the printer a product which is not bounded by the limitations of size, printing techniques, and quality imposed by the commercial pages of periodicals. Accordingly, a printer's resources must be applied in imaginative ways in order to give expression to the advertiser’s message.

Brochures for Bugatti and Renault illustrate two opposing advertising strategies in the automobile industry. The stark design of the Bugatti pamphlet is based on black-and-white illustrations, blueprint-style diagrams, and lists of engineering specifications printed with photolithographic and letterpress processes. It recommends the Bugatti to prospective buyers concerned with mechanical performance. [90] The Renault portfolio, on the other hand, epitomizes luxury, expressed by the soft, silver-over-white embossed cover. This mood is carried through the intimate arrangement in limp folders of loose four-color, photolithographic reproductions of an artist’s muted renderings of the automobiles and passenger compartments. [91]

The expressionist drawing on the cover of Die Stahlkirche only hints at the interests of the publisher: the use of copper and copper alloys in building design. The sponsor, the Copper & Brass Research Association, was appealing to the aesthetic sensibilities of architects who would look

90. Automobile brochure for Bugatti. Place and date of publication unknown. Designed and printed by Fretz Frères. 23 × 16.1 cm.
CHASSIS

MOTOR à 8 cylindres en ligne monocylindrique
ALÉSADE 81 mm. COURSE 130 mm. CYLINDRE 1,350 cc.
VILEBREVON à 9 paliers, supporté par le bloc cylindre
ARME A CAMÈS en tête
3 SOULAPES PAR CYLINDRE (2 admissions + 1 échappement)
ALLUMAGE par batterie et distributeur double
EMBRAYAGE à disques multiples, fonctionnant à sec
BOÎTE DE VITesses placée dans le carter central du pont AR
ESSIEU AV à section tubulaire en acier à haute résistance
DIRECTION à droite, inclinée à 745 mm. du tablier
PNEUMATIQUES de 32"x6
FREINS sur les 4 roues, avec levier à servo-régulateur
SUSPENSION ressorts à elliptiques à l'AV - ½ elliptiques
(brevet Bugatti) à l'AR
ÉCLAIRAGE ET DEMARRAGE électriques à éléments séparés
EMPATtement 3,50 m.
ENTRÉE DE CARROSSERIE 1,95 m.
EMPLACEMENT DE CARROSSERIE 2,40 m.
VOIES AVANT ET ARRIÈRE 1,40 m.
POIDS DU CHASSIS NUG Environ 1290 kg
ROUES METALLIQUES à rayons en acier ou aluminium
(brevet Bugatti)
critically at both the subject matter and its presentation. The cover is printed with the four-color, photolithographic process on a slightly textured paper to duplicate the surface of the artist’s drawing. The views inside the brochure are printed on a calendered or polished paper suggestive of glossy photographs. [92, 93]

In 1931, the least expensive berth in a three-person cabin aboard the “Resolute’s” round-the-world cruise was seventeen hundred, fifty dollars. No expense was spared in the production of HAPAG Weltreise 1932, a handsome promotional piece illustrated with maps, photographs, and schedules produced with three photomechanical printing techniques and four kinds of papers. The itinerary, which included stops in the Orient, is accompanied by two facsimile letterpress reproductions of Japanese and Chinese woodcuts. Printed on rice papers which have been tipped into the book, these are tangible enticements to the romance and mystery of distant shores. [94]

My Cunard Trip, commissioned by the Cunard Line during the 1920s or 30s, is British artist and travel-author Alexander K. MacDonald’s account of a transatlantic voyage and return on Cunard steamships. Unlike the HAPAG Weltreise, the only diversions on these routine trips back and forth across the North Atlantic were the luxurious facilities of the “Aquitania” and the “Berengaria,” and the discreetly observed peculiarities of MacDonald’s ship-

91. Automobile brochure for Renault. Place and date of publication unknown. Printed by Draeger. 24.5 × 21.9 cm.
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mates. Accordingly the production of the brochure plays on the mock-intimate nature of the author's narrative. This was accomplished by reproducing the inviting format of his travel diary in a life-size, four-color, photolithographic facsimile bound with a ribbon. [95]

95. A.K. MacDonald. My Cunard Trip. Place and date of publication unknown. 38 × 21.1 cm.
The printing of children’s literature poses a challenge of producing books which are attractively designed, durable, and inexpensive. Printers’ responses range from the firmly utilitarian to the ingeniously impractical, but all with the hope of capturing the uncertain attention of the child.

In the early years of the U.S.S.R. the Soviet leadership began a program to accelerate education through the centralization and expansion of the country’s presses. Children’s literature was made a priority with the result that leading Soviet designers and authors were brought together to create books combining the latest trends in design with the educational theories and needs of the state. The books were printed hastily, often ignoring color alignment, on inexpensive papers, and in huge editions of two to three hundred thousand, to keep the costs down. Nevertheless, as this selection printed in the late 1920s and 1930s shows, the planners succeeded in creating a variety of engaging and provocative designs. This was partially due to the use of abstract art, which established a foothold in Russia prior to the Revolution, flourished before the purges, and found its way into the children’s literature. [96] In particular, the technique of collage, scraps of printed matter assembled to create designs, was often used and reproduced as a common and whimsical feature. [97, 98]

At the same time the Soviets were trying to reduce the cost of children’s books,

96. Ol’ga Deineko. V oblakakh [In the Clouds.] Moscow: OGIZ, Molodaia Gvardiia, 1931. Illustrations by the author. 23 × 19.5 cm.
ВЫСОКО В СИНЕМ НЕБЕ

ПЛАНЕР ЗАПУСКАЮТ
the Germans were applying expensive printing techniques to transform the books into toys and educational games. *Rein und Raub* has a die-cut hole punched through the book and amusingly integrated into the picture on each page. [99] *Das Zauberboot* (1929), written and illustrated by Tom Seidmann-Freud (1892–1930), is a play book "influenced by the discoveries of child psychology which assign an active role to the child even when he is looking at pictures." Nearly every page gives the child something to turn or pull. The book is opened to a miniature stage and accompanying dialogues where it becomes possible to create a private theatre; the child need only pull

97. D. Shterenberg. *Chai [Tea.]* Moscow: OGIZ, Molodaia Gvardiia, 1931. 22.5 × 19.5 cm.

— Дощечка есть... 
Коробочка спичечная есть... 
Пробочка есть... 
Клей тоже есть. 
А гвоздиков пошал коробка, разные. 
Это очень хорошо.

— Проволочку никак не найду — нет у меня. 
— Ну не горюй. Я завхвата с собой сломанную спицу. Вот она. 
— Для оси это лучше всякой проволоки будет.

— Еще нужен парафин, — я и принес... 
— Ну давай строить,— торопит Ален.
— А инструмент-то еще не собрали. Давай сюда молоток, а шило и нож я принес.

Вот теперь начнем строить. Вытащи из коробочки ящики и отломи у него одну короткую боковую стенку. Окно второй такой стеночки проколи шилом в самом углу отверстие.

Теперь смотри: я делаю в углах широкой стороны крышечки небольшие вырезки.

Вставляем ящик в коробочку так, чтобы отверстие в доньше ящика и вырезка в крышке были как раз друг против друга. Видишь? Чтобы доньшко плотно держалось, оклеи его бумагой.
Ein Hündchen kommt in die Hütte.
Ein Ferkel kommt in die Hütte.
Ein kleine Ferkel kommt in die Hütte.
Ein Hündchen und Ferkel kommen in die Hütte.

Auf dem Hofe, auf dem Hofe
Fährte ein Rind.
Da kam ein Wolf, und der Wolf
Sagte dem Rind: "Jetzt mußt du sterben!"

Peter und Paul, Peter und Paul,
Da kam ein Wolf, und der Wolf
Sagte: "Jetzt mußt du sterben!"
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the right-hand tab to open the curtain, and pull the other tabs to change the characters. However, the variety of loose parts and frail construction presume close parental supervision. [100]

The printing technique for the ultimate in practical book designs for young children—the cloth book—is serigraphy or stencil printing. *Le plus vieille histoire du monde* is printed with fabric dyes daubed through stencils designed by the artist. Since fabric can be dyed from one side only, each page of this book is actually one long piece of cloth with two images folded over


100. Tom Seidmann-Freud. *Das Zauberboot: Ein Bilderbuch zum Drehen, Bewegen und Verwan- deln (Das neue Wunderhaus).* Berlin: Herbert Stuffer Verlag, 1929. 24.1 × 20.9 cm.
back-to-back. The subject is the Biblical creation story playfully told in words and pictures rendered by the artist Françoise Seignobosc. [101]

Interest in the avant-garde earlier in this century led to a number of magazines which kept abreast of the latest artistic developments by including original prints as well as photomechanical reproductions. This placed a special demand on printers. The artists represented within a single issue often worked in a variety of media requiring the integration of a number of hand-printing techniques with commercial processes.

The periodical Byblis, limited to editions of 500, published its first number in 1921. Featuring reviews of recently published artists’ books and prints, Byblis also contained critical retrospective surveys of the graphic works of individual artists. Each issue was illustrated with original prints, as in this copy published in 1931, which includes lithographs, engravings, and these woodcuts by Raoul Dufy (1877–1953). Both of the woodcuts were reprinted especially for Byblis, the lower of the two taken from Dufy’s first illustrated book, Guillaume Apollinaire’s Le bestiaire ou cortège d’Orphée, printed in 1911. [102]

Beginning in 1937, Verve brought together the work of many of the leading artistic and literary figures of the day including André Gide, James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway, Henri Matisse, Georges Braque, and Georges Rouault. Each issue contains photomechanical reproductions of art and photography, and original prints. These latter are sometimes arranged to highlight the work of an individual artist, or organized around a theme to show the works of several artists. The third issue includes a suite of original lithographs on the four seasons by the artists Marc Chagall,
Joan Miro, Abraham Rattner, and Paul Klee. It is opened to Chagall’s contribution, titled “Spring.” [103]

This period also witnessed the struggle by photographers to have their work recognized as an art form. Their success was due partially to a handful of high quality photography annuals made possible through the refinement of gravure, a technique based on photomechanically engraved metal plates. Gravure can maintain a highly detailed image for long press runs and deposit more ink on the paper, especially important in reproducing the extremely fine grain and deep, velvety blacks of photography. These reproductions are from two annuals important in the popularization of photography, Das deutsche Lichtbild which began in 1927, shown here in its 1931 issue, and U.S. Camera in its first number, published in 1935. [104, 105]

104. *Das deutsche Lichtbild*. Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz, 1931. 28.5 × 23 cm.

This catalogue was designed by Cynthia Susmilch and typeset and printed by the University of Chicago Printing Department. The italic and roman typefaces are Stempel Garamond, a twentieth-century modification of the early sixteenth-century designs of Claude Garamond. A computerized cathode ray tube typesetter, the technology for which was developed in the 1960s, was used to set the text. The catalogue was printed by offset lithography, an early twentieth-century adaptation of Senefelder’s method to a rotary press.

The bookplate was designed for R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company by William A. Dwiggins. It is one of a number of pressmarks and bookplates created for the company by such prominent American illustrators as H. C. Leyendecker (who designed the first Indian-head motif in 1897), Rudolph Ruzicka, T. B. Hapgood, and Rockwell Kent.
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